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Preface: Turn
into an

Geophysics is essential to understanding the solid
Earth, particularly on a global scale. Modern ideas
of the structure and evolution of continents and
oceans, or of the formation of mountain chains on
land and below the oceans, for instance, are based
extensively on discoveries made using geophysics.
But geophysics can contribute to geological knowl-
edge on all scales, from the global, through the
medium-scale such as regional mapping or the search
for oil and minerals, down to the small-scale, such as
civil engineering, archaeology, and groundwater pol-
lution, as well as detailed geological mapping.

Geophysics differs from other methods for
studying the Earth because it can ’look into the
Earth’, for its measurements are mostly made
remotely from the target, usually at the surface. It is
able to do this because it measures differences in the
physical properties of the subsurface rocks or struc-
tures, which are revealed by their effects at the sur-
face, such as the magnetic field of some rocks. But it
describes the subsurface in physical terms - density,
electrical resistivity, magnetism, and so on, not in
terms of compositions, minerals, grain-sizes, and so
on, which are familiar to the geologist. Because
geologists are often unfamiliar with physics (and the
associated mathematics), there is a tendency either
to ignore geophysics or to accept what a geophysi-
cist says without understanding the qualifications.

This last is simply to treat the geophysicist as
some sort of a magician. All subjects have their

a Magici
Expert

n

assumptions, often unstated but known to practi-
tioners. Anyone who has used a geological map
knows that just because some area has the same
colour is no guarantee that the same rock will be
found everywhere within it, or that faults occur
exactly where marked and nowhere else. Similarly,
there are reservations and limitations on what geo-
physics tells you, which need to be understood.

The intention of this book is not to turn you into
a geophysicist (you may be glad to know), but simply
to provide a basic grasp of the subject, so that, for
instance, if a seismic section is described as ’unmi-
grated’ you know whether it matters (it well might!).
Or you may need to know whether a geophysical sur-
vey could help solve some geological problem of
yours, so when you call on the services of a geophysi-
cist (and worse things may happen!) you need to be
able to explain your problem and understand his or
her advice. You would not buy a car without specify-
ing the number of seats, engine size, whether a sedan
or sports model, and so on that you would like, and
the price you are prepared to pay; and you would lis-
ten to claims about its fuel consumption, insurance
group, and the choice of radios. Similarly, you need
an understanding of geophysics.

The purpose of this book is to explain how geo-
physics helps us understand the solid Earth beneath
our feet, and how - combined with the traditional
methods of geology - greatly extends what can be
learned about the Earth.

xvii



Seismology

comes second - is concerned with earth-
quakes and what they reveal about the tec-
tonic processes that produce them.

Seismology is primarily concerned with deter- Chapter 4
mining the structure of the Earth - on all
scales-and only subsidiarilywith earth- Global Seismology
quakes. It uses the ability of seismic waves- ~ ,~ . . ~ . ,
vibrations of rocks - to propagate througha~  e,sm,c waves
the Earth. They do not generally travel in
straight lines but are deflected, by refraction
or reflection, by the layers they encounter,
before they return to the surface of the
Earth, and this allows the internal structure to
be determined. Seismology is particularly use-
ful for determining the positions of roughly
horizontal interfaces between layers, which
makes it the most useful single geophysical
technique.

This subpart is divided into four chapters:
Globa~ seismology and seismic waves first
explains how seismology works and
then uses it to explore the Earth’s structure on
the largest scale. Refraction seismology
exploits the special case of seismic waves
propagating along an interface after refrac-
tion, while Reflection seismology depends on
waves reflected back up from interfaces.
Earthquakes and seismotectonics - which

Global seismology reveals that, on the largest
scale, the Earth is concentrically layered, with
the primary divisions of crust, mantle, and core,
plus other concentric features. It also shows that
the core is divided into a liquid outer core and a
solid inner core.

As seismology depends upon seismic waves,
which travel in the Earth, the chapter begins by
introducing these, together with their genera-
tion, propagation, and detection.

4.1 Waves, pulses, and rays

Waves. An example of a wave is a water wave, but
so also are waves produced by shaking a rope
attached at its further end, or pushing in and out a
long spring (Fig. 4.1). If the end is moved rhythmi-
cally, a series of disturbances travels along the rope
or spring; Figure 4.1 shows them before the distur-
bances have reached the further end.

(a) spring wavelength

dilatated compressed

direction of propagation

(a) iAbUnched up

BC D E F G H

(b)
bunch

Figure 4.2 Propagation of waves.

Consider the spring in Figure 4.2. When it is
held stretched but stationary, the turns will be
equally spaced because the tension of the spring
upon each turn is the same from either side. Pushing
the end in quickly a short distance causes the first
couple of turns, A and B, to bunch up (Fig. 4.2a),
but then the next turn, C, being no longer pulled so
hard from the left, moves to the right and bunches
up against D, and so on, propagating a compression
to the right. Then, if the end is pulled out, stretching
the spring, a dilatation propagates along the spring,
following the compression. So a rhythmic pushing in
and pulling out of the end of the spring produces a
regular series of compressions and dilatations that
move along, forming waves.

Though the waves travel along, the spring does
not, each turn only oscillating about its stationary
position. Similarly, water is not moved along by
water waves, which is why you cannot propel a ball
across a pond by generating waves behind it by
throwing in stones.

There are some terms you need to learn, most of
them illustrated in Figure 4.1 (some were introduced
in Section 3.1.1). Wavelength, ~, is the repeat
length, conveniently measured between successive
crests or compressions. The amplitude, a, is the
maximum displacement from the stationary posi-
tion. The waves travel along at some speed called, in
seismology, the seismic velocity, v (a velocity should
specify the direction of propagation as well as its
speed, but this is often neglected in seismology). The
number of crests or compressions that pass any
fixed point on the rope, spring, and so on, in one
second is the frequency, f, measured in Hz (Hertz,

oscillations, or cycles, per second). In one second, f
wave crests, each ~, metres apart, will pass a point;
and by the time the last one has passed, the first one
will have travelled a distance of f times Z metres. As
velocity is the distance travelled in one second,

Pulses. You can see waves travelling along springs,
ropes, and water, so it so easy to measure how fast
they are moving. In seismology, we can learn a lot
just by timing how long it takes seismic waves to
travel different distances through the Earth, but, of
course, we can’t see them moving inside the Earth.
We therefore need a way of ’marking’ waves so that
their progress can be observed. The simplest way is
to generate just a few waves and time how long it is
before the ground some distance away begins to
move. A very short series of waves is called a pulse.
Pulses can have various shapes, but a very simple
one is just one compression (or crest) followed by
one dilatation (or trough), as shown in Figure 4.3.

Seismic pulses are easily generated: Any quick,
sharp disturbance of the ground does it, from a
hammer blow to the onset of an earthquake. One
common way is to fire a charge of explosive buried
at the bottom of a hole (Fig. 4.4). The rapid expan-
sion produces a compression that travels spherically
outwards; then the ground tends to spring back into
the cavity produced, causing a dilatation. The com-
pression has a spherical surface called a wave front,
and it expands away from the source. (Waves due to
explosions are often described as shock waves, but
shock waves exist only very close to the explosion,
where material has been forced bodily outwards,
moving faster than the natural speed of propagation
of ground oscillations. They slow down within a
metre or less and become normal seismic waves.)

Typical waves studied in seismology have veloci-
ties measured in km/sec and frequencies of some
tens of Hertz. For example, a wave with velocity of
2 km/sec and frequency of 10 Hz has a wavelength,
found using Eq. 4.1, of 0.2 km or 200 m. So seismic
wavelengths can be quite long compared to thick-
nesses of strata or other types of layers. This has
important consequences, explained in Section 7.8.2.
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Figure 4.3 A pulse.

ground surface

Figure 4.4 Pulse generation by an explosion.

Rays. In the solid Earth, waves travel outwards
from their source in all directions (Fig. 4.4). If we
are interested only in what happens in one direction
we need consider only part of the wave front. The
path of a tiny portion of the wave front, or pulse,
forms a ray (Fig. 4.5). Rays are always perpendicu-
lar to wave fronts, and vice versa. As rays are sim-
pler to consider th~ waves, most seismology theory
will be explained using them.

4.2 Detecting seismic waves:
Seismometers and geophones

When a seismic wave passes a point - perhaps after
travelling deep in the Earth - it causes the ground to
oscillate. It is easy to measure the movement of

successive positions of wave or pulse

Figure 4.5 Rays and wave fronts.

ray

water waves if we are on the stationary shore, but
how can we measure ground motion when we our-
selves are moving up and down, or from side to side?

Consider a plumb bob hanging from a frame
resting firmly on the ground (Fig. 4.6a). If the
ground suddenly moves - to the left, say - the frame
moves with it, but the bob tends to remain still.
Thus the scale moves left past the bob, giving a posi-
tive deflection on the scale shown. This design of
instrument detects horizontal ground motion; verti-
cal ground motion could be measured using a bob
on a spring (Fig. 4.6b).
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(a) horizontal motion

- oil

(b) vertical motion

ground motion

damping plate

coil generates a small electric current (as described
in Section 14.1.1), which is amplified electronically;
this is the principle used in some record pickups.
The amplified signal is sometimes recorded on paper
on a moving drum for immediate inspection, but
records are usually stored electronically, on mag-
netic tape, often employing digital recording
(described in Section 7.7.1) because it is easier to
process. Digital recording is also used, for instance,
in compact discs.

Instruments are classed as seismometers or geo-
phones, but function similarly. Compared to geo-
phones, seismometers are much more sensitive - but
are less robust and compact and have to be set up
carefully - so they are used to measure weak signals,
as is often the case with global seismology, because
sources are distant. A modern seismometer can
detect the ground motion caused by a person walk-
ing a kilometre away, if there is little other distur-
bance. A seismometer record - a seismogram - is
shown later, in Figure 4.17. Geophones are used in
small-scale seismic surveys where many instruments
have to be set out quickly but the highest sensitivity
is not needed. We call both seismometers and geo-
phones seismic receivers.

wires

ground motion

Figure 4.6 Principle of seismometers and geophones.

Of course, shortly after the frame has moved the
bob will begin to move too, and thereafter it will
tend to go on oscillating, obscuring the record of any
subsequent ground motion. To reduce this effect the
instrument is ’damped’, which could be done by hav-
ing part of the bob immersed in oil, causing the oscil-
lations to die away once the ground stops moving.

Actual instruments have to be compact, damped
in some way, and very sensitive, but depend on the
above principles. Moving-coil and moving-magnet
instruments are used. In Figure 4.7, the moving
mass is a magnet suspended inside a coil of wire by
a compact spring; relative movement of magnet and

spring

mass
(magnet)

Figure 4.7 Moving-magnet seismometer.
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To obtain full information about the ground
motion, three seismometers are needed (sometimes
combined into a single instrument): one to mea-
sure the vertical part or component of ground
motion, the other two to measure horizontal
motions at right angles, often N-S and E-W
(Fig. 5.22 shows a three-component seismogram).
Often, single-component instruments are used for
economy.

The first question to ask about the interior of
the Earth is whether it also is spherically symmetri-
cal: Is it layered like an onion, or are there large
lateral differences as found for rocks near the
Earth’s surface? We can test this by timing how
long it takes a pulse of seismic energy to travel
between pairs of points separated by the same dis-
tance. In Figure 4.8 the ray paths are shown
dashed because we don’t yet know where they are;
they serve just to connect the pairs of points, A1B1,

4.3 The Earth is concentrically layered A2~2, .... Be clear that we are not at this point
testing whether the interior is seismologically uni-

4.3.1 Spherical symmetry
of the Earth’s interior

The Earth is nearly a sphere, as pictures taken from
space show. Of course, it is not quite a sphere
because of mountains and other topographic fea-
tures, but the height of even Mount Everest is only a
thousandth of the Earth’s radius.

A much larger departure from sphericity is the
equatorial bulge, caused by the centrifugal force of
the Earth’s rotation spinning out its material (see
Fig. 9.17). The difference in radii is only about a
third of one percent. The bulge has a smooth shape,
unlike the jaggedness of mountains, and so can be
allowed for in calculations; we shall assume this has
been done and so shall seldom mention the bulge
again in this chapter.

form but only if it has the same velocity every-
where at a given depth.

In global seismology distances are usually
given, not as kilometres around the surface, but
as the angle subtended at the centre, the epicen-
tral angle, 4. Measurements show that the times
to travel all paths with the same epicentral angle
are nearly the same, and this is true for both
large and small angles (Fig. 4.8a and b), so the
Earth is indeed spherically symmetrical, like
an onion. (There are very small differences, which
will be considered in Section 4.6.) This is con-
venient because now we need not bother where
the actual locations of sources and seismometers
are, only how far apart they are, so we can com-
bine results from all over the world to answer the
next question.

C3

(a) A1     A2

B2

84

(b)

C2

A4

A1

Figure 4.8 Same-length paths through the Earth.
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(b)

distance (km)

Figure 4.9 Travel-times for a uniform and the actual
Earth.

4.3.2 Concentric layering

Having established that the Earth is symmetrical, we
next ask, Is it perhaps uniform, like an onion with
only one layer? If so, the seismic velocity would be
the same at all depths, rays would be straight lines
(Fig. 4.9a), and the time that rays take would be
simply proportional to the distance they travel. This
is easily tested by comparing times calculated for a
uniform Earth with actual observed times.

The calculated times assume that all the Earth has
a seismic velocity equal to the average of surface rocks,
which we can measure. Figure 4.9b shows that as the
source-to-receiver distance (straight through the Earth)
is increased, the time observed is progressively less

than for a uniform Earth. So the Earth is not seismi-
cally uniform, and as longer rays have travelled deeper
into the Earth the seismic velocity is faster at depth.

How much faster? This is not so easy to answer
because when the seismic velocity is not uniform,
ray paths are not straight. So we need to know how
wave propagation and rays are affected when they
encounter a change of velocity, the topic of the next
section.

4.4 Finding the path of a ray
through the Earth

4.4.1 Refraction: Snell’s law

When wave fronts cross obliquely into a rock with a
higher seismic velocity, they speed up, which causes
them to slew around and change direction (Fig.
4.10a), just as a line of people, arms linked, would
slew if each person went faster once they had
crossed a line. This bending is called refraction.

How much is the change of direction? First we
note that a long way from the source a small part of
a wave front will be nearly a flat plane, so two suc-
cessive wave fronts - or successive positions of the
same wave front - will be parallel, and rays will be
straight, for they are perpendicular to wave fronts.

The time between successive wave fronts, AB
and A’B" in Figure 4.10b, remains unchanged, so the
wavelength must increase in the second rock, in pro-
portion to the increase in velocity. From geometry,

By trigonometry,

BB’ AA’
sin i2 -

Eq. 4.3sin i~ - AB’ AB’

Therefore

AB’ BB’
AA’ Eq. 4.4

sini1 sin i2

As BB’and AA’are in proportion to the velocities
and v2 (Eq. 4.2), this can be rearranged to give
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(c)

Figure 4.10 Refraction of a wave front.

This equation, Snell’s Law, is essentially the same
as the one used for the refraction of light, but this
form is more useful for seismology (for light, the
equation is rearranged with the velocities replaced
by their ratio, which is called the refractive index).

Since it is more convenient to use rays, which
show the direction of propagation, than wave
fronts, i1 and i2 are measured as the angles between
the rays and the perpendicular, or normal, to the
interface between the two rock types (Fig. 4.10c);
these are called the angles of incidence and refrac-
tion. They have the same values as the angles
between the wave fronts and the interface.

As an example, and referring to Figure 4.11, at
what angle would the ray leave the interface if the
angle of incidence is 37°?

sin 37° sin i2
4 5

5 .
sin i2 = --sin 37° so

4
48.8°

After refraction the ray leaves the interface at 48.8°.

Figure 4.11 Example of refraction.

Now that Snell’s Law has been introduced, most
diagrams will be simplified to show only rays. Snell’s
Law also applies to reflection, as will be shown in
Section 4.5.2.

4.4.2 Tracing rays through the Earth"
The ray parameter, p

If there are several parallel and uniform layers (Fig.
4.12), a ray meets the next interface at the angle at
which it left the last one, that is, i2 - i1’, and so on.
Applying Snell’s Law at each interface, we have

sini1 sini2 sini2 _sini3

1)1 1)2 1)2 1)3 Eq. 4.6

As i1’ = i~, i2’ = i2, and so on

sin i~ _ sin i2 _ sin i3

1)1 ’02 1)3

= r, = constant
Eq. 4.7

The ratio (sin i/v) remains unchanged, or constant,
along the ray path.

In the Earth, however, the layers are curved, so it
is not true that i2 - i2’, and so on (Fig. 4.13). The
differences between these angles depend not on the
velocities of the layers but only on the geometry of
triangle ABO (the relationship will not be derived).
Snell’s Law determines how the angle of a ray
changes on crossing an interface, while geometry
determines the change of angle between interfaces.
These can be combined to give

r1 sin iI _ r2 sin i2-- = r, = constant = p

I
I

surface

Figure 4.12 Refractions at parallel interfaces.

The constant p is known as the ray parameter and
has the same value all along the path of any given
ray, provided all three quantities, v, i, and r, are mea-
sured at the same place. For refraction at any single
interface, r is the same on both sides and the p para-
meter simplifies to Snell’s Law; thus the p parameter
includes Snell’s Law.

4.4.3 Ray tracing and the Earth’s
velocity-depth structu re

If the variation of the seismic velocity with depth (or
distance, r, from the centre) were known, then ray
paths through the Earth could be deduced using the
ray parameter, p. The Earth would be divided into a
large number of thin shells (Fig. 4.14a), which
would take account of any changes of seismic veloc-
ity, whether abruptly between real layers or grada-
tionally within layers. Then a ray could be chosen
that dives into the Earth at some angle i, the take-off
angle (Fig. 4.14a), and its path through the layers
could be followed using the ray parameter equation,
Eq. 4.8 (Fig. 4.14b). The times to travel along each
of the little sections within shells could be calculated
and added together to give the total travel-time. By
repeating this for take-off angles from horizontal to
vertical, a travel-time versus distance, t-A, diagram
could be worked out (Fig. 4.14c).

However, our problem is the inverse. We are
confined to the surface and can only measure travel-
times from a seismic source to detectors at different

Figure 4.13 Ray path through layered Earth.

distances; from these, we have to determine how
velocity changes with depth. This is an example of
the inversion problem, introduced in Section 2.4.
Generally, it is much harder to solve the inverse than
the forward problem. The mathematics needed to
invert travel-times into velocity versus depth were
solved by the pioneers of global seismology but are
beyond the level of this book. Nowadays, we can
adopt a different approach using computers: Start-
ing with some estimate of how the velocity depends
on depth, such as earlier solutions, travel-times are
calculated for the distances to actual seismic
receivers and compared with the observed times. If
there is a discrepancy, the velocity-depth curve is
adjusted to minimise it. This is repeated for millions
of seismic records of thousands of earthquakes
obtained from hundreds of seismometers all over the
world.

One result is shown in Figure 4.15a, a solution
published by Kennett and Engdahl in 1991, and
known as model iasp91. It is an average solution,
treating the Earth as being perfectly spherically sym-
metrical (after allowance for the equatorial bulge),
and ignoring small, lateral variations.

Why there are two curves and what they reveal
about the Earth is discussed in the following
section.
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Figure 4.14. Represent-
ing the Earth by many
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4.5 Seismic features of the Earth

4.5.1 Core and mantle

Figure 4.15a shows that seismic velocity generally
increases with depth, except that about halfway to
the centre there is an abrupt decrease. An abrupt
increase or decrease is called a velocity discontinuity,

and because these mark the boundary between bod-
ies with different properties they are also called
interfaces. This interface is a major feature, and by
definition divides the mantle from the core (Fig.
4.15b). It is therefore called the core-mantle bound-
ary (often abbreviated to CMB). To find out what it
is, we use the fact that there are different types of
seismic waves, with different velocities.
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Figure 4.15 Velocity-depth curves for P- and S-waves, and the Earth’s structure.
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4.5.2 Longitudinal and transverse waves

Figure 4.1 showed waves along a spring and a rope.
For the spring, the turns moved back and forth in the
direction the wave travels; this is an example of a lon-
gitudinal wave. But for the rope, points oscillate at
right angles to the direction of wave travel; this is a
transverse wave. Seismic waves also exist in longitudi-
nal and transverse forms; Figure 4.16 shows how an
imagined column through rock is deformed as waves
travel through it. If the column were marked into
cubes, as shown to the right, the longitudinal wave
would cause them to compress and then dilate as crests
and troughs of the wave pass through, changing both

their shape and size; but the transverse wave changes
only their shape, making them lozenge shaped.

Longitudinal and transverse seismic waves are
called P- and S-waves (for historical reasons); they
may be remembered as pressure or push-pull waves,
and shear or shake waves. P-waves are essentially the
same as sound waves, except that many of the fre-
quencies recorded are too low to be heard by the
human ear. Sound waves travel well through most
rocks, usually better and more quickly than through
air, which explains, for instance, why the Indians of
North America used to put their ear to the ground to
hear the approach of distant cavalry.

(a)

longitudinal wave

dilatation compression

direction of propagation

(b)

transverse wave
"7

Figure 4,16 Longitudinal and transverse waves in rocks.
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Because P- and S-waves deform a rock in differ- S-rays. To find what directions the various rays take,
ent ways the restoring forces are different, and as a
result they travel at different speeds. P-waves are
always faster, so P-waves arrive before S-waves, as
shown in the seismogram of Figure 4.17. Because a
liquid can take any shape (i.e., it has no shear
strength), it has no tendency to straighten out if it is
deformed as in Figure 4.16b, so S-waves cannot
travel through a liquid; however, P-waves can
because a liquid resists compression. What deter-
mines the velocities of P- and S-waves is explained
quantitatively in Box 4.1.

Both P- and S-waves are generated by most seis-
mic sources. They are also produced by wave con-
version at an interface; when, for instance, a P-ray is
refracted and reflected by an interface, S-rays are
usually also produced (Fig. 4.18a), and similarly for

Snell’s Law is used, for it applies to reflected as well
as refracted rays, using the velocil~ies of P- or S-rays
as appropriate. For the S-rays,

sin ilp sin ilsreflection: -
~)1S

refraction." sin i1~._ sin r~s
1)lp I)28 Eq. 4.9

The refracted P-wave has been dealt with earlier,
while, of course, the angle of reflection of a P-wave
is the same as that of the incident P-ray but on the
opposite side of the normal. If the velocities were as
in Figure 4.18b, putting them into the equations
would give the angles shown.

Since the velocity of S-waves is always less than
that of P-waves in the same medium (typically vs is
0.55 up), the angles of S-rays are always smaller than
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those of the corresponding P-rays. The amplitudes
of converted rays decrease towards zero as the angle
of incidence, iit,, decreases.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.18 S-rays formed by conversion of P-rays.
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4.5.3 The mantle-core difference

The relevance of P- and S-waves is that they reveal
that the core-mantle boundary is a change from solid
mantle to liquid core, for S-waves do not travel through
the core, as will be explained further in Section 4.5.6.
A change from solid mantle to liquid core also helps
account for the value of vp being less at the top of the
core than at the base of the mantle (Fig. 4.15a), for vp
is reduced if # is changed to zero (Eq. 2 of Box 4.1).
However, the core being liquid does not rule out it
being made of a different material as well; in fact, the
next question is why a liquid should occur below a
solid, deep within the Earth. From arguments involv-
ing meteorites and i~heories of formation of the Earth
(see, e.g., Brown and Mussett, 1993) we believe the
mantle is composed of crystalline silicates while the
core is predominantly of molten i~on, which settled to
the centre of the Earth because of its high density; the
iron has a lower melting temperature than the sili-
cates, and the temperature at the core-mantle bound-
ary is between the melting ~points of the two materials.

4.5.4 Other seismological features
of the Earth

The shallowest significant feature on Figure 4.15a,
just discernible at this scale, is a small jump at a
depth of a few kilometres. This is the Moho (the
generally used abbreviation for the discontinuity
named after its discoverer Mohorovi~ic), where the
P-wave velocity increases abruptly from less than 7
km/sec to more than 7.6 km/sec. This defines the
boundary between crust and mantle. The Moho
exists over nearly the whole globe but varies in
depth from 5 to 10 km (average 7) under the floors
of the oceans to 70 km or more under the major
mountain chains, with 40 km the average under
continents. The term ’crust’ suggests a solid layer
over a liquid one, as in pie crust, but we know that
crust and mantle are both solid, for S-waves travel
through them.

About 100 km down is the low-velocity zone
(LVZ), not a sharp change of velocity but a decrease
over an interval before the general increase of veloc-

ity with depth resumes. Its lower boundary is chosen
to be the depth where the velocity regains the value
of the upper boundary (Fig. 4.19). The LVZ varies
in thickness and in its velocity decrease, and it is not
found at all under old continental cratons. Its cause
is discussed in the next section.

The next important boundary is the 400-km dis-
continuity, where velocity increases abruptly. It is
almost certainly due to a phase change, a reorganisa-
tion of the olivine and pyroxene - believed to be the
dominant minerals at this depth - to more compact
forms due to the increase of pressure with depth, just
as graphite converts to diamond at sufficiently high
pressures. Further down is the 660-km discontinuity,
whose nature is more controversial. Very probably it
also is a phase change, to a yet more compact crys-
talline form, but there may be a small change of
composition as well, also increasing the density. The
region between 400 and 660 km is the transition
zone, and it forms the lower part of the upper man-
fie, which is separated by the 660-km discontinuity
from the lower mantle. There are probably other,
smaller, discontinuities in the upper mantle.

The P-wave velocity increases smoothly with
depth in the lower mantle, except for the bottom-
most 200 or so kilometres, where is it almost con-
stant. This is called the D" layer (after a former
scheme for labelling the various layers of the Earth
alphabetically). This may differ from the mantle
above in having both higher temperatures and a
somewhat different composition.

The core is divided into outer and inner parts by
yet another discontinuity. The inner core is solid,
probably mostly iron below its melting point at this

100

200

velocity (km/sec)
8
I

I

elocity zone

Figure 4.19 Low-velocity zone, LVZ.
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depth. It exists within the liquid outer core, also pre-
dominantly of iron, mainly because the melting tem-
perature of the outer core is lowered by the presence
of other elements, such as sulphur.

4.5.5 Attenuation

The amplitude of seismic waves changes for two
main reasons. One is that the wave front usually
spreads out as it travels away from the source and,
because the energy in it has to be shared over a
greater area, the amplitude decreases. (Occasionally,
energy is concentrated by reflection or refraction at
interfaces and then the amplitude increases. If the
waves come from a nearby earthquake, such con-
centration may increase the damage they do; see
Section 5.10.1).

The second is when some of the wave energy is
absorbed..This occurs if the rock is not fully elastic.
A simple example is when waves enter unconsoli-
dated sands: The sand grains move semi-indepen-
dently, so the sand does not spring back to its origi-
nal shape as a wave passes through. In loose sand
the waves rapidly die away, but in partially consoli-
dated sand their amplitude decreases progressively;
this is called attenuation. We have seen that S-waves
will not travel through liquids, though P-waves will;
if a rock contains some liquid distributed through it
S-waves will be noticeably attenuated, though the P-
waves will be less affected. This is believed to be the
reason for the low-velocity zone, for it is much more
noticeable for S- than P-waves, and it occurs at a
depth at which there is likely to be a few percent of
partial melt; that is, between the crystalline grains of
the rock is a few percent of liquid. Attenuation can
therefore be used to map the presence of magma
beneath volcanoes.

4.5.6 Ray paths in the Earth

The main ray paths through the Earth are summarised
in Figure 4.20. A ray is named according to the parts
of the Earth it travels through (the crust is ignored on
this scale) and by whether it is a P- or an S-ray. A
P-ray in the core is called K; thus a P-ray travelling
successively through mantle, core, and again mantle is
called PKP (sometimes abbreviated to P’). A reflection
from the core is denoted by c, so a P-ray reflected
back up from the core is PcP; if converted to an S-ray
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Figure 4.20 Ray paths in the Earth.
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it is PcS. A P-ray reflects from the underside of the
surface to become a PP or PS ray. And so on. Arrivals
from different paths can usually be recognised on seis-
mograms and are referred to as phases.

Figure 4.20b, as~.well as showing ray paths, also
shows wave frorits’:spaced 1 min apart, so that you
can tell how long it takes for rays to travel various
epicentral angles. For instance, Jrtakes a little over 9
min for a seismometer 50° fro~ an earthquake to
receive its first arrival; going straight through the
Earth takes a little over 20 min.

Let us follow the paths of rays leaving the surface
at progressively steeper take-off angles. At first they
travel in simple arcs (ignoring the small effects of the

400- and 660-km discontinuities), each going a little
deeper and further than the previous one, A, B,
C,... but beyond about 98°, G, they encounter the
core and are refracted by it (reflected rays are not
shown on this diagram). The ray that just intercepts
the core is refracted into the core and emerges at
178°, H; actually, a cone of rays leaves the source
with a given angle and so the rays arrive along a
circle 2° around the antipodes to the source. With
yet steeper rays the arrival point moves away from
the antipodes,/, J, K, . . . as far as 144°, L, and then
moves back towards the antipodes. There are no
main P-ray arrivals in the interval 98° to 144°; this is
called the P-ray (or wave) shadow zone (Fig. 4.20c).

There are no S-ray arrivals beyond 98°, so the S-ray
shadow zone extends all the way to the antipodes.

But there are some, weaker, arrivals between 98°

and 144°, because - as well as ones reflected into it,
such as PP - the inner core reflects some rays into it
(e.g., M); the inner core was discovered by detecting
them.

Rays that arrive at a distance greater than 18°

(2000 km) from their source are termed teleseismic
rays. They are important for investigating the deeper
parts of the Earth, not only because they travel
deeply, but also because the rays travel up to the
surface at a fairly steep angle and so spend little time
in the variable crustal rocks that would affect their
travel-times in an unknown way.
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Figure 4.21 Simple tomographic example.
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4.6 Seismic tomography

You may know the term ’tomography’, perhaps in
connection with the medical scanning technique of
CAT (computer-aided tomography). Tomography is
a general method for investigating interiors, such as
human bodies and the Earth, whether or not they
have internal interfaces. We introduce it with a sim-
ple example, shown in Figure 4.21a. Suppose seis-
mic rays travel either along the rows or the columns.
The times taken are shown and all are 20 sec, except
for the two 22-sec times. Clearly, all the squares are
the same and take 5 sec to cross except the shaded
one, which takes 7 sec.

The corresponding situation in global seismology
is illustrated in Figure 4.21b. If we knew that there
were only one anomalous volume, these ray paths
would be sufficient to find it. In the actual case,
where there may be anomalous volumes at various
depths, we need ray paths that penetrate to different
depths, and computers are needed to disentangle the
effects of more than one anomalous volume. Even
with records of many thousands of earthquakes
recorded at many seismic stations, it is still only pos-
sible to recognise anomalies that are hundreds of
kilometres across or, in the deep mantle, thousands
of kilometres. The differences of seismic .velocity
from the average for the depth are small, typically a
few percent in the top few hundred kilometres,
decreasing to less than 1% in the lower mantle, with
differences in vs greater than those for vp.

The most successful results so far have been for
the upper mantle, to investigate the deep structure
of the Earth associated with plate tectonics (Chapter
20). An example is given in Plate 1.

Tomography is important because it can detect
variations of seismic velocity, lateral or vertical, that
are not separated by sharp interfaces.

Summary

Items within [ ] refer to material in a box.

1. Waves are cycles of displacement that propagate
through solids, liquids, and so on. They have a
wavelength ~,, a frequency f, and a velocity v,
related by the equation v - ;~f. A ray is the path
followed by a small part of a wave front. Rays
and wave fronts always intersect at right angles.
A pulse is a very short ’burst’ or train of waves.
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.

,

Waves can be longitudinal or transverse,
depending whether particle motion is in the
direction of wave propagation, or at right
angles to it. Longitudinal (push-pull) seismic
waves are called P-waves, transverse (shear or
shake) ones S-waves.

P-waves always travel faster than S-waves
in a given rock. S-waves cannot travel in liq-
uids. [Velocities depend on the compressibility
and rigidity moduli and the density.]

shadow zone, 400-km discontinuity, 600-km
discontinuity, upper and lower mantles,
core-mantle boundary, outer and inner cores,
tomography.

Further Reading

Doyle (1995) gives a comprehensive account of
waves and global seismology, while Bolt (1982,
1993a) give elementary accounts of how seismology

Rays reflect and refract at interfaces according in r.... ’ " has revealed the ’ te nat structure of the Earth, and
to Snell’s Law (Eq. 4.5). Gubbins (1990) gives a more advanced one. Fowler

Rays incident obliquely on an interface pro-
duce both P- and S- reflected and refracted rays,
by conversion. Snell’s Law applies to all, pro-
vided the appropriate velocities are used.

4. As a ray refracts through the Earth, the p para-
meter, (r sin i)/v, remains unchanged. It can be
used to trace rays through the Earth if the
velocity-depth variation is known.

5. The Earth is close to spherical symmetry (after
allowance for the equatorial bulge) but is con-
centrically layered.

6. The main seismic features of the Earth are, at
increasing depths: the Moho, separating the
crust from the mantle; the low-velocity zone
(LVZ); discontinuities at about 400 and 660
km; the D" layer at the base of the mantle; the
core-mantle boundary (CMB), separating the
solid mantle from the liquid outer core; and the
outer core-inner core boundary separating
outer from solid inner core. Between disconti-
nuities velocity usually increases with depth.

7. Major ray paths in the Earth are P, S, PKP (P’),
SKS (S’), PcP, PcS, PP, PS, and so on.

8. Seismic tomography is used to detect anom-
alous volumes by their effect on the times of dif-
ferent rays that pass through them. It does not
require the anomalies to have sharp boundaries.

9. Important terms: wave, wave front, pulse, ray,
wavelength, i: amPlitude, frequency, seismic
velocity; interface, discontinuity; refraction,
reflection; normal, angles o(.incidence, refrac-
tion, and reflection; seismometer, geophone,
receiver, seismogram;...longit~dinal and trans-
verse waves, P- and S-waves, wave conversion;
Snell’s Law, p parameter; attenuation; take-off
angle, epicentral angle, travel-time; crust,
Moho, low-velocity zone, transition zone,

(1990) gives a brief account.

Problems

For some questions, you need to take data from
figures given in the chapter. [ ] denotes ques-
tions that draw on material in a box.

1. A swing-door in a wall aligned N-S would
swing in response to which components of
ground motions ?
(i) N-S, (ii) E-W, (iii) vertical.

2. A ray, travelling in a rock with seismic velocity
3 km/sec, encounters an interface with a rock of
4 km/sec at an angle of 45°. At what angle from
the normal does it leave the interface?
(i) 19°, (ii)45°, (iii) 60°, (iv), 63°, (v) 67°, (vi)
71°.

3. A ray approaches the interface of the previous
question at an angle of only 10° to the interface.
It leaves the interface at an angle of:
(i) 7.5°, (ii) 10°, (iii) 13°, (iv)48°, (v)60°, (vi)
80°.

4. If a P-ray arrives at the core-mantle boundary
at an angle of 25°, at what angle does it enter
the core?
(i) 14°, (ii) 32°, (iii) 34°, (iv)46°, (v) 73°.

5. A ray crosses from a rock with velocity 2
km/sec into one of 4 km/sec such that it runs
along (parallel to) the interface after refraction.
At what angle did it approach the interface?
(i) 30°, (ii)40°, (iii)45°, (iv) 50°, (v) 57°, (vi)
60°.

6. What is the quickest time it takes seismic energy
to travel the following epicentral angles?
(a) 50°, (b) 90°, (c) 98°, (d) 142°, (e) 180°, (f)
183%

[11.

Select from the following list (times are in minutes):
(i) 9, (ii) 13, (iii) 14, (iv) 15, (v) 17, (vi) 19, (vii)
19.5, (viii) 20, (ix) 22, (x) 23.

7. What are the least and greatest epicentral angles12.
at which a P’ ray can arrive from its source?
(i) 0°, (ii)65°, (iii) 104°, (iv) 143°, (v) 155°, (vi)
169°, (vii) 180°.

8. A rock has vp -- 2.5 km/sec and vs - 1.5 km/sec.
If a P-ray travelling through the rock meets the13.
surface at an angle of 30° (to the normal) at
what angle does the S-ray reflect?
(i) 17°, (ii)30°, (iii) 56°, (iv) 60°, (v) 73°. 14.

9. A P-ray reflects from an interface as both P- and
S-rays. Compared to the angle of reflection of
the P-wave, that of the S-wave is:
(i) The same.

(ii) Always bigger.
(iii) Always smaller.
(iv) Sometimes bigger, sometimes smaller.

10. An underground explosion produces a spherical[15.
expansion, so you might expect a seismogram of
it to lack an S-wave arrival. But S-wave arrivals
are recorded. What might produce them?
A granite has a density at least 2~/2 times that of
water, but sound travels faster through it.
(a) Why might one expect a higher density to be
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associated with a lower velocity? (b) In what
other way must the properties of granite differ
from those of water?]
If the Earth were seismically uniform rays trav-
elling an epicentral angle of 90° would take
longer than rays travelling 60° by a factor of
approximately:
(i) 1.2, (ii)1.3, (iii)1.4, (iv)1.5, (v)1.6.
Repeat the previous question but for the real
Earth (P-waves):
(i) 1.2, (ii) 1.3, (iii), 1.4, (iv) 1.5 (v) 1.6.
A ray, travelling down through the interior of a
spherically layered planet, encounters a layer
that extends from 3100 km to 3000 km radius.
If the velocities above, within, and below the
layer are respectively 10, 11, and 12 km/sec,
and the ray was incident to the layer at 40°,

then it leaves the layer at an angle of:
(i) 31% (ii) 34°, (iii)48°, (iv) 53°, (v) 57°.
A rock has its rigidity modulus equal to three
fourths of its bulk modulus. If melting the rock
does not change its bulk modulus or density, the
ratio of vp in the solid to that in the liquid
would be:
(i) 0.50, (ii)0.75, (iii) 1.33, (iv) 1.41, (v) 2.00.]
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Chapter 5

Earthquakes and
Seismotectonics

5.1 What is an earthquake?

If you experience an earthquake, there is shaking of
the ground and its consequences: rattling of crock-
ery, bells ringing, and - if the shaking is severe -
cracking of walls, collapse of buildings, and so on, a
terrifying experience. The shaking is caused by the
passage of seismic waves. If these waves are traced

"Earthquake" is used for two different things: (i) back to their source, they are usually found to be
the shaking of the ground - sometimes destruc- due to a sudden movement, or displacement, along a
rive - and (iO the cause of that shaking, usually a fault. The term earthquake can refer to either the
sudden displacement, or rupture, of a fault. The
rupture usually results when increasing tectonic
stress strains rocks beyond the limit of their
strength. These two aspects have led to two
types of study: earthquakes are studied in their
own right, particularly because of their destruc-
tive power, while in seismotectonics they are
used to help reveal tectonic forces and
processes.

This chapter describes the basics of earthquake
and tectonic studies, which have much in com-
mon: how earthquakes are located, how the ori-
entation of the ruptured fault, the direction of its
displacement, and the underlying strain are deter-
mined, how the sizes, or strengths, of earth-
quakes are measured, and how damage is caused.

(a)

no strain
I

forces on two blocks of rocks separated by an exist-
ing fault (Fig. 5.1a), tending, in the example, to
move the western block northwards, and the east-
ern one southwards. Because of friction, there is no
movement initially; instead, the blocks are distorted
so that lines originally straight across the fault -
such as fences and roads - become oblique (Fig.
5.1b). Finally, the strain becomes more than the
fault can support, and at its weakest part the fault
suddenly slips, and this rupture extends rapidly
along part of the fault plane, allowing the blocks on
either side of it to ’jerk’ into a less strained state.
The half-arrows beside the fault in Figure 5.1c

shaking of the ground at some location or to the
source - perhaps distant - of that shaking.

Suppose there are steadily increasing shear ....

(c)

rupture

Figure 5.1 Elastic rebound.

show the extent of this sudden displacement, called
the elastic rebound. The energy that had been accu-
mulating in the strained volume of rock is .abruptly
released; some of it is converted by friction into
heat along the fault, some may go into lifting the
blocks (if the displacement has a vertical compo-
nent), and some goes into seismic waves that travel
outwards from the fault.

A small percentage of earthquakes result from
volcanic eruptions (e.g., Section 24.1), filling of
reservoirs, mining subsidence, and other causes, but
even these often involve displacement of a fault.

5.2 Locating an earthquake

Often we do not see’ the cause of an earthquake,
because it is too deep or too remote or beneath the
sea. When no fault displacement is observed, we
know neither the location of the earthquake nor the
time at which it started, the origin time. However,
we can deduce them from seismograms, the traces
recorded at a number of seismometer stations, as in
Figure 5.2.

Suppose we use only the times of the first arrivals
(the P-wave arrivals) at different places (Fig. 5.2a).
According to the times of arrival, the earthquake was
closest to station A, furthest from B, and so on, so it is
somewhere within the shaded area (Fig. 5.2b). This is
not very precise, because we don’t know how long the

(a) first arrivals

time (min)

Figure 5.2 Locating an earthquake using first arrivals.

signal took to reach the stations and time is not sim-
ply proportional to the distance, because the velocity
within the Earth is not uniform (Section 4.3.2).

There is a more precise method, that uses the S-
wave arrivals as well. As S-waves travel more slowly
than P-waves, the more distant the earthquake from
the receiver the greater the lag of the S after the P
arrival. By matching this delay to standard P and S
travel-time curves the distance of the earthquake
from a given station can be read off (Fig. 5.3). Here,
the P-S difference of 61/2 min corresponds to an epi-
central angle of about 46°. We can also deduce
when the earthquake occurred (in the case above,
about 8 min before the first P arrival).

As we do not know the direction of the earth-
quake, we can locate the source only on an arc cen-
tred on the seismogram station, but if the procedure
is repeated for other stations then each distance can
be drawn as an arc and their intersection locates the
earthquake (Fig. 5.4). Three stations are sufficient to
locate an earthquake (if it is on the surface), but
usually more are used, to improve the precision of
the location and to reveal the size of its error,
through the scatter of the intersection positions.

So far, we have assumed that the earthquake is
near the surface but it may not be. The point where
the seismic waves originate is called the hypocentre
(or focus); the point on the surface above the focus
is the epicentre.

(b) seismometer stations

epicentre

B®

42
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Figure 5.3 Distance of earthquake from difference
of P and S arrival times.

The depth of the hypocentre can be found by
measuring the difference in arrival of the P-ray -
the direct ray - and the ray that reflects from
the surface, pP (Fig. 5.5). If a series of earth-
quakes occurred at progressively greater depths
below the same epicentre, the pP-P difference
would increase. The differences have been tabled to
give depths. (The P-S arrival-time differences are
also affected, but there are tables that take this into
account.)

5.3 Fault-plane solutions and stresses

5.3.1 Fault-plane solutions

As well as finding where and at what depth
an earthquake occurred, it is also possible to make
a fault-plane solution, which is deducing the
orientation of the fault plane and the direction
of the displacement in that plane. These are
found from the directions of the first arrivals at a
number of receivers encircling the epicentre. To
understand how first motion at a seismometer
depends on the orientation of the fault, first con-
sider a peg driven firmly into the ground and struck
by a hammer moving, say, northwards (Fig. 5.6a).
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Figure 5.4 Location of an earthquake using P-S arrival-time differences.
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epicentre~              ~r pP ray

/~,,,,/,, ~p                 receiver
hypocentre          "         P ray

Figure 5.5 Ray paths from a deep earthquake.

Since P-wave oscillations are back and forth in the
direction of propagation, there can be no P-waves
to either the east or west, but they propagate with
maximum amplitude to north and south. In other
directions there will be P-waves with lesser ampli-
tudes. Figure 5.6b shows, in plan view, relative
amplitudes of the waves by the length of an arrow
in the relevant direction; the tips of the arrows
trace out two lobes. As the peg is struck towards
the north, the first arrival or movement of the
ground to the north of the peg is a compression,
while to the south it is a rarefaction or dilatation,
denoted respectively by + and - signs. S-waves,
being transverse, are not propagated to north or
south, but have progressively larger amplitudes as
the direction approaches east or west, as sum-
marised by Figure 5.6c; however, they are of little
help in finding the fault plane.

We next extend these ideas to a fault displacement,
which is more complex because the sides move in
opposite directions. In the example of Figure 5.7a - a
dextral strike-slip fault striking N-S - the amounts of
rebound are shown by the half-arrows. On the eastern
side of the fault the motion of the rebound is similar
to that of the peg being struck towards the south, so
that - in the eastern half- the P-wave first-motion

pattern is the same as in the western half of Figure
5.6b. On the western side, with displacement in the
opposite direction, the pattern is reversed.

What is recorded by receivers beyond the limits
of the fault rupture? Exactly north and south, on the
line of fault (Fig. 5.7a), the effects of the opposite
displacements of the two sides cancel and there is no
ground movement; nor is there any to east and west,
for no waves are generated in these directions. In
other directions, the effect of displacement of the
further side of the fault is shielded by the fault, so
the nearer side has the greater effect. Their com-
bined effects are shown in Figure 5.7b, a four-lobed
radiation pattern, with alternately compressive and
dilatational first motions.

Because the radiation pattern is symmetrical
about the N-S and E-W directions, it is impossible
to tell from the radiation pattern alone which of
these two directions is the fault plane and which a
plane perpendicular to it, called the auxiliary plane;
exactly the same patterns would result from an E-W
sinistral fault (far side of fault moves to the left) as
for the N-S dextral one (far side to the right) of the
example. However, other considerations can usually
be used to recognise which is the fault plane; these
include (i) the fault plane may be revealed by a sur-
face break; (ii) any aftershocks will be along the
fault plane (Section 5.4); (iii) if several earthquakes
in an area lie along a line, they are likely to be on a
single fault plane rather than on several separate
ones; (iv) the trend of faults in the area may be
known from-geological maps or photographs. Of
course, receivers may not be so regularly distributed,
and then it may only be possible to locate the fault
and auxiliary planes approximately.

(a)            ~mme,~    (b)      , S

~’r~tamti°°t~°al ,,’" ...... "’,,, W

/,//~~<~ ~ ~firstC°mpressiVemotion

Figure 5.6 P- and S-waves around a struck peg.
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Figure 5.? Radiation pattern of a fault displacement.
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Figure 5,9 Beach balls for various faults.

5,3 Fault-plane solutions and stresses

(c) thrust fault
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Not all faults are strike-slip, so we need to
generalise to all orientations. Since faults are
approximately planes and the displacement is in
the fault plane, radiation patterns will look the
same if viewed along a direction that lies in the
fault plane and is perpendicular to the direction
of the displacement. Therefore, if we turn the
fault plane of Figure 5.7 into another orientation,
the radiation pattern will be turned with it. To
record the tipped-over radiation pattern we now
need not just a circle of receivers but a spherical

25°

(b)

W.

sphere

Figure 5.8 Focal sphere.

shell of them (how this is possible will be explained
later). The fault and auxiliary planes will cut
this focal sphere, dividing it into four parts; how-
ever, as we use only the lower half sphere, some-
times only three parts appear, as shown in Figure
5.8a, which shows a normal fault striking at 125°

(clockwise of north), and dipping at 65°, with dis-
placement entirely down dip. As it is inconvenient
to draw spheres, a projection is used, as shown in
the right-hand part of the figure; the lines where
the two planes cut the focal sphere appear as arcs.

125°

Because of its appearance, the fault-plane solution
is often called a beach ball. If the displacement had
been oblique, the intersection of the auxiliary with
the fault plane would not be horizontal and the
beach ball would show four quadrants.

Different types of fault produce different beach-
ball figures. For simplicity, assume that in the follow-
ing examples the strike of the fault is N-S. The two
planes of a strike-slip fault form a ÷; imagine a sphere
centred on Figure 5.7b and the two planes extended
downwards to cut it. A normal fault (Fig. 5.9b) has a
steep fault plane, which gives an arc passing close to
the centre, whereas the auxiliary is nearly horizontal;
in the example they are 60° and 30° on opposite sides
of the vertical, totalling 90°, of course. Figure 5.9c
shows a low-angle thrust fault: It particularly differs
from the normal fault in having a compressional mid-
dle segment, not a dilatational one. So a strike-slip
fault gives an +, and normal and reverse or thrust
faults have the centre point in dilatational and com-
pressional segments, respectively.

When the strike of the fault is not N-S, the
beach ball is rotated about its centre to the strike
angle (see Box 5.1). When the slip vectors are not as
shown above (horizontal for the strike-slip fault,
down dip for the other two) the fault plane is unaf-
fected but the auxiliary plane is rotated by the angle
the slip vector has been rotated (see Box 5.1).

How is it possible to record the radiation pattern
over the lower half of the focal sphere when it is
impracticable to place receivers deep in the ground?

The P-rays that would reach buried receivers arrive
back at the surface somewhere, where they produce
compressive or dilatational first motions. Their
curved paths can be traced back to find their take-
off angle (Fig. 5.10), which is used to construct the
beach-ball diagram. In practice, it is looked up in a
table of take-off angle versus arrival distance.

A step-by-step description of how to find the
fault-plane solution is given in Box 5.1. Examples of
fault-plane solutions are given in Figure i of Box
5.1, and in Figures 20.7 and 20.12.

north

receiver

take-off
angle

ray

Figure 5.10 Ray path through focal sphere and back
to surface.
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5.3.2 The earthquake stress field and the
double-couple mechanism

The directions of the stresses that cause earthquakes
can also be deduced from the radiation pattern. The
elastic rebound is not confined to just beside the
fault rupture but extends out - in lessening amount -
on either side. Squares drawn on the surface before

5°3 Fault-plane solutions and stresses ÷ 49

the strain had begun to build up would have become
lozenges (rhombuses) before the earthquake occurred
(Fig. 5.11); these lozenges, of course, are just the tops
of columns. To distort a square into a lozenge
requires a shear couple (explained in Box 4.1); this
could be produced, for example, by pulling on ropes
attached to opposite faces (Fig. 5.12a), except that a
single couple would rotate the rectangle (Fig. 5.12b).
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fault
square deformed

into a lozenge

To prevent the rotation requires an equal couple
in the opposite sense (Fig. 5.12c). At corner a (Fig.
5.12d) the pulls of the two ropes could be replaced by
a single pull, P, and at corner b by P~ similarly, at
corners c and d the inward pulls are combined to give
compressions C and C~ the two pairs of forces are
equivalent to a double couple. For this reason, the
system of forces that caused the earthquake is called a
double-couple mechanism. As the forces of each pair,~-----’-q"~"~"~’q----.~ I I . [--
P and P; C and C; are aligned, there is no twisting of

i ~~ ~"--G-~_I ; ~’--"+----C~! ...........................
[/ ........ the square. (A few earthquakes donot fit the double .....

I , couple mechanism but will not be considered.)
~ Thus a fault-plane solution can be given either in

~~""t----~ .~1 i I~-~ terms of the fault plane and the sense of the dis-
~ i placement, or as the directions of tension and com-
I i-’’’+-----~

ression "I I
p (Fag. 5.13). For some problems it is more

Figure 5.11 Strain just before an earthquake.

(a)                 (b)
F

(c)

F2

(d)

P
a

,;,’," C’

b

F1
Figure 5.12 Shearing a block without rotating it.

useful to think in terms of stresses; an example is
described in Section 20.4.1. There is no ambiguity
which are the directions of compression and tension,
unlike the situation with fault and auxiliary planes.

5.4 Rupture dimensions and displacements

What length of a fault ruptures in an earthquake,
how large are the displacements, and how far away
from the fault plane does the elastic rebound extend?
The ruptured area of a fault due to a large earth-
quake has a length along strike that is usually much
greater than its depth down dip, so we can approxi-
mate it by a rectangle, as shown in Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.13 Stresses and possible fault planes.
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~ I D, displacement

Figure 5.14 Length, width, and displacement of a
rupture.

The simplest way to measure the length, L, and
displacement, D, of a fault is to look at the newly
faulted surface, or fault break, but often ruptures do
not break the surface or are under water so indirect
means are used, as they must be to estimate the
down-dip extent, W, of the rupture.

After large earthquakes there follow many smaller
earthquakes, called aftershocks, whose numbers dwin-
dle with time. These are believed to reveal the rupture
plane because most of them lie on a plane that also
includes the main shock, and when there is a visible
fault break the aftershock plane is found to match it

in position and length. An example is shown in Figure
5.15; most of the epicentres are southwest of the rup-
ture (Fig. 5.15a) because the rupture plane dips
steeply to the southwest. There are few aftershocks
near the surface (Fig. 5.t5b) because the near-surface
rocks are poorly consolidated sediments and so are
unable to accumulate strain, while below about 12
km the rocks are too ductile to support the elastic
strains needed to produce earthquakes. The after-
shock plane provides values of L and W (Fig. 5.14).

The extent of strain release can be deduced by
comparing accurate maps made just before and after
an earthquake. Though maps are unlikely to be
made just before an earthquake, earlier maps can
reveal the extent of the strained area, and - coupled
with measurements of the rebound in a few places -
give a good idea of the area and amount of strain
release. Figure 5.16 shows contoured horizontal dis-
placements for a large thrust fault, based on mea-
surements at locations shown by the dots. In addi-
tion to the above methods, there are other, more
sophisticated ways of estimating the dimensions of
rupture and its displacement (such as examining the
form of the seismic waves radiated in different direc-
tions), but these will not be described.

(a) epicentres surface rupture
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Figure 5.15 Distribution of the aftershocks of the Parkfield earthquake, 1966.
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Figure 5.16 Horizontal displacements due to the Nankaido, Japan, earthquake of 1946.

Earthquakes have all sizes of rupture lengths up
to hundreds of kilometres (see Section 5.6), widths
up to tens of kilometres, and displacements up to
tens of metres. The maximum strain varies far less,
and has a value of roughly 10-4, that is, the corner of
a square in Figure 5.11 moves no more than about
one ten-thousandth of the length of a side before
there is failure. This is because rocks at depth do not
vary greatly in their strength (surface rocks, such as
alluvium, are often too weak to accumulate any sig-
nificant strain, as mentioned above). Therefore, the
energy of an earthquake depends mainly on the size
of the strained volume - which can be millions of
cubic kilometres L dot on how much it is strained.

You may be wondering what is meant by the
hypocentre of an earthquake’~:i if a rupture can
extend for hundreds of kilometres. When strain has
built up to the point of rapture, there will be some
point on the fault plane that is just a little weaker
than the rest, and this is where rupture starts. This
puts more strain on adjacent areas, which yield in
turn, and failure rapidly spreads out until it reaches

parts of the fault plane where the strain is much less.
As the rupture spreads more slowly than P- and S-
waves, the first arrival at a distant receiver is of
waves that originated at the initial point of rupture,
and so that is where the hypocentre is located.
Waves from other parts of the fault plane arrive a
little later, and this is one reason why seismograms
of earthquakes are complex.

5.5 Measures of earthquake size

5.5.1 Intensity: Severity of an earthquake
at a locality

We need a way of measuring the size, or strength, of
earthquakes. There are several ways, but first there is
a fundamental distinction to grasp. Just as the term
’earthquake’ may refer to either the effects at a local-
ity or to the sudden displacement at the source, so the
size can be a measure of the effects at a locality or of
the disturbance at the source. We shall be concerned
chiefly with the latter but consider the former first.

San Jose

San Andre.a.s...--~....~::::::::::::::::.,
Fault .:.:.:.:.:.:.:.s.:.:.:.:.:.:........ ¯ ".9:.:

200 km
I

Los Angeles

Figure 5.17 Isoseismals for Parkfield 1966 earthquake.

Intensity is a measure of the severity of an earth-
quake at a locality, judged by the effects produced,
such as perceptible shaking, lamps swinging, destruc-
tion of masonry, and so on. The scale commonly used
is the Modified Mercalli Scale of 1931, which has
twelve categories, I to XII. For instance, intensity III
includes, ’Felt indoors. Hanging objects swing. Vibra-
tion like passing of light lorries (trucks). Duration esti-
mated. May not be recognised as an earthquake’. VI is
’Felt by all.., many frightened and run outdoors...’.
Most alarming of all is XII: ’Damage nearly total.
Large rock masses displaced. Line of sight and level
distorted. Objects thrown in air’ (the dedicated geo-
physicist continues to take observations!).

This may not sound as ’scientific’ as, say, record-
ing the local ground motion, but to do this would
require having anticipated the earthquake and set up
instruments. Instead, it allows the intensity at each
locality to be estimated after the earthquake, by
observing the damage and asking people what they
felt and noticed (though it should be done as soon as
possible, while memories are flesh and damage unre-
paired). If enough data is collected the intensities can
be contoured as isoseismals (Fig. 5.17). The zone of
highest intensity indicates the position of the fault
rupture, but only roughly, partly because data may be
poor, but also because intensity is partly determined
by the local geology; for instance, damage is less to
buildings built on solid rock than on alluvium.

Measurement of intensity may not tell us much
about the strength of the earthquake at its source,
for a small but nearby earthquake may cause as
much damage at a locality as a large but remote
one. Besides, estimating intensity is time-consum-
ing, not very precise, and limited to places where
there are buildings to be disturbed and people
to report their observations. A way of measuring
the source strength of an earthquake is explained
next.

5.5.2 Seismic moment: Size of the
earthquake at source

The most commonly quoted measure of earthquake
size is the Richter magnitude (explained in Section
5.8) but a later and better measure is the seismic
moment, M0. Just before a fault ruptures, the shear
forces on either side of the fault (Fig. 5.18) exert a
couple, whose size, or moment, equals the product
of the shear forces and the perpendicular distance
between them, that is, 2Fb. The force F depends on
the strain, the area of the rupture, A, and the rigidity
modulu.s, # (Box 4.1). The strain depends on the
fault offset and the width of the strained volume,
and so equals d/2b, where d is the average displace-
ment; values are estimated as described in Section
5.4. These are combined as follows:

moment of couple = F. 2b

As F =/.t A x strain, and strain -d ,
2b

moment of couple = laAd = Mo

Eq. 5.1

Eq. 5.2

displacement, d ~ ~

: / ~ strained volume
"- ~ --just before rupture

Figure 5.18 Seismic moment.
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The rigidity modulus is measured on samples of
rock or is estimated from a knowledge of the rocks
in the area; as this quantity varies far less than do
the dimensions of the rupture, its value need not be
known exactly. The seismic moment can also be esti-
mated from the forms of seismograms, useful when
there are no aftershock data, but this will not be
described.

(a)

small earthquake rupture

Seismic moment and the sizes of fault ruptures.
Broadly, the larger the rupture, the larger will be the ......................
earthquake, The ruptures of small earthquakes do
not extend over the whole of the down-dip extent,
W, of the fault plane (Fig. 5.19a), but above some
size of earthquake they do, and then a rupture can
enlarge only by increasing its length, L, along the 1000
fault. As a result, the dependence of seismic moment
on rupture length is different for small and large"~
earthquakes (Fig. 5.19b). The relationship also~ 100
depends on the type of fault. Strike-slip faults do not~-
have so large a depth W as thrust faults do, so, to-~
produce a given seismic moment, the rupture is~ 10
longer, as shown in Figure 5.19c; normal faults lie
between (’interplate’ and ’intraplate’ are explained

0in Chapter 20). The largest earthquakes have very
great rupture lengths; for instance, for the 1960
Chile earthquake, one of the largest in the past hun-

(e)dred years, the displacement, which was along a
thrust fault, was 800 km long. This suggests that
earthquakes cannot be much larger, for to be so they
would have to extend across whole continents.

5.6 Seismotectonics: Deducing
tectonic processes

Since almost all earthquakes are due to tectonic
processes, they can be used to study tectonic move-
ments and stresses, an application called seismotec-
tonics. Earthquakes are particularly useful for
revealing hidden tectonic processes, perhaps deep in
the Earth, or beneath the oceans. Deductions may
be qualitative or quar~titative.

vertical extent of fault, W

I               I               I               I ,

016 1017    1018 1019 1020 1021
seismic moment (N- m)

¯ strike-slip interplate

400 o strike-slip intraplate
[] normal interplate

~" ~ reverse intraplate
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017      1018        1019       1020
seismic moment (N- m)

Figure 5.19 Ruptures of small and large earthquakes.

5.6.1 Qualitative seismotect~nics

We saw in Section 5.3 that..fault-plane solutions can
be used to deduce fault planes and displacements or,
alternatively, tension and compression axes. Quali-
tative solutions, without the.amount of the displace-

ment or the magnitude of the stress, are sometimes
all that is needed, and some examples - important
for understanding plate tectonics - are given in Sec-
tions 20.3 and 20.4.1.
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5.6.2 Quantitative seismotectonics:
Seismic and aseismic faulting

A different type of problem is to deduce what the
average rate of displacement is along a fault, and
whether movement occurs simultaneously at all
depths. Also important is whether displacements can
occur aseismically, that is, without causing earth-

quakes.
A single earthquake rupture occurs on only part

of a fault, so if strain is building up over a much
longer extent of the fault - perhaps a fault between
two tectonic plates (Chapter 20) - how is it
relieved? Over a period of time ruptures occur on
different parts of the fault. If the area, A, and dis-
placement, D, of each rupture are known, they can
be added together to give the average displacement,
D."

1
-~ =~Y.,AD

LtWt Eq. 5.3

where the fault has a total length of Lt and width
We. If the value of D of any earthquake is not
known directly, as is often the case, the seismic
moment M0 is used instead:

-- 1
D = ~ Z M0#LW Eq. 5.4

(Mo = IzAD = #LWD; in this case, M0 is found by
analysis of the waves recorded on a seismogram, as
mentioned above).

This average displacement,/~, can be compared
with the displacement found from the long-term off-
setting of rivers, roads, fences, and so on that cross
the fault, or from surveying. To get a true average,
records over a long period may be needed, because
the largest earthquakes on a fault may recur only
after several hundred years. Results show that on
most faults most of the displacement is associated
with earthquakes; the remaining displacement is due
to aseismic faulting or slippage, which may be
steady, have periods of faster and slower movement,
or be interrupted by earthquakes. Only on a few
faults, or parts of a fault, does aseismic slip account
for most of the displacement.

The San Andreas Fault of California (whose ori-
gin is described in Section 20.5.2) will be given as an
example (Fig. 5.20). It is a dextral strike-slip fault and
is the most important of a number of faults that
accommodate the northwards motion of about

42°

40°

36°

120° 1180

Figure 5.20 San Andreas Fault,
California.

122°
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50 mm/year of the Pacific relative to the North Amer-
ican Plate (Section 20.5.2). On parts of it there occur
large but infrequent earthquakes, notably those of
1857 (Fort Tejon) and 1906 (San Francisco), with
ruptures extending for hundreds of kilometres along
the fault. These parts of the fault experience negligi-
ble aseismic slippage, and also little seismicity
between the large earthquakes, as illustrated by Fig-
ure 5.20; they are described as being ’locked’.
Between these two ruptures is a length with mainly

5.7 Surface waves

In the previous chapter, P-waves and S-waves, which
travel through the body of the Earth, were introduced.
There are two other types of seismic waves (Fig. 5.21).
Both are mainly confined to near the surface, and so
are called surface waves, in contrast to P- and S-waves,
which are termed body waves. Water waves are an
example of a surface wave: A cork bobbing on the
water reveals the amplitude of the waves, but a fish

aseismic slip or creep, which has been constant 0~er swiping down from the SU~fa8e WoUld find that the
the 40 years of records, with a maximum movement
of about 30 mm a year in. the middle of the region;
though there are frequent small earthquakes, they
account for less than 10% of the slippage. Towards
either end of this creeping section are transitional
zones where significant earthquakes occur, such as
the Parkfield earthquakes of moderate strength,
which recur every few decades (one was the earth-
quake of Fig. 5.15).

The San Andreas Fault, though often described,
is not typical. Most faults in continental crust and
also those in oceanic crust (except subduction zones,
Section 20.4.1) experience no more than a small
proportion of aseismic slippage, so estimates using
seismic moments will give good approximations of
the total slippage.

amplitude decreases rapidly (so one way to escape sea-
sickness is to travel deep in a submarine). Similarly,
the amplitude of seismic surface waves decreases
rapidly with depth (Fig. 5.21) and this characterises
surface waves. The amplitude of long waves decreases
less rapidly than that of short ones, but in proportion
to their wavelengths the decrease is the same; for
instance, the amplitude of a 100-m wavelength wave
would have decreased at a depth of 100 m by the
same fraction as that of a 50-m wave at 50 m. P- and
S-waves are called body waves because they can travel
through the body of the Earth rather than only near
the surface (their amplitudes do decrease, due to
spreading out, reflections, and some absorption - as is
also the case for surface waves - but not because of
distance below the surface).

(a) Rayleigh wave

direction of propagation

Figure 5.21, Particle motion in Rayleighand Love waves.
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The two types of seismic surface waves are
Rayleigh waves and - also named after their discov-
erer - Love waves. The main difference between
them is that in Rayleigh waves particle motion is a
vertical ellipse, whereas in Love waves it is horizon-
tal and transverse (similar to horizontal S-waves)
(Fig. 5.21). Therefore Love waves are not detected
by a vertical component seismometer, whereas
Rayleigh waves are detected by horizontal as well as
vertical ones. In both cases, a horizontal component
seismometer will only respond to the waves if it has
its sensitive direction in the direction of particle
motion. In Figure 5.22, the N-S instrument records
by the far the largest Love wave amplitudes but the
smallest Rayleigh amplitudes; the waves are there-
fore travelling approximately east or west.

Both types of wave are slower than P- and S-
waves - as Figure 5.22 shows - and so are little used
for measuring travel-times, but they are important
in other branches of seismology. They are generated
by most seismic sources and often have the largest

amplitude, as Figure 5.22 illustrates; they are
responsible for much earthquake damage (Section
5.10.1). They are also used to measure the size of
earthquakes, as described in the following section.

5.8 Magnitude: Another measure of
earthquake size

Seismic moment (Section 5.5.2) is the preferred mea-
sure of the size or strength of an earthquake at its
source, but an earlier measure, magnitude, is still
widely quoted. Magnitude was the first measure of
the source strength of an earthquake, and the first
magnitude scale was devised by Richter, an eminent
seismologist, in 1935, and - with modifications (see
Box 5.2) - is the one usually quoted by the media,
as the Richter magnitude. Richter measured the
amplitude in microns (millionths of a metre) of the
largest oscillations - the surface waves - recorded by
a particular type of seismometer, 100 km from the
earthquake source. As the values have a very large
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Figure 5.22 Seismograms showing surface waves.
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range, he took the logarithm (to base 10) to make
the numbers more manageable, so an increase of 1
in magnitude means the amplitude is 10 times as
large (the energy is about 30 times as large):

magnitude = log~0(maximum amplitude of
oscillation, in units of 10-6m)

Of course, earthquakes are seldom exactly 100 km
from the seismometer, so correction for distance is

The amplitude is marked on the right-hand scale, the
difference in P and S arrivals (which depends on the
distance, as explained in Section 5.2) on the left-
hand scale; the line joining them cuts the middle
scale to give the magnitude, nearly 4 in this example.

Unlike the intensity scale, but like seismic moment,
the magnitude scale is open ended; that is, no maxi-
mum nor minimum values are defined. Even negative
magnitudes are possible: they have amplitudes less
than a millionth of a metre. The largest Richter mag-
nitude recorded is about 8.9 (Japan, 1923), but any
over 7 are still very large and usually very destructive.

Richter’s original definition was for shallow
earthquakes comparatively near to the receiver and
depended upon using a particular type of seismome-
ter. The definition has been modified to deal with
earthquakes at a wide range of distances and
depths, in terms of the amplitude of ground motion
rather than of a particular type of seismometer.
Even so, it is still rather an arbitrary measure: for
example, different expressions are needed for shal-
low and deep earthquakes, and these are not fully

Another drawback is that it underestimates the
size of the very largest earthquakes (see Box 5.2). To
surmount these limitations, the moment magnitude,
Mv¢, based on the seismic moment has been intro-
duced. Sometimes an earthquake that is larger than
another on the Richter scale has the smaller moment
magnitude. Box 5.2 explains the various ways of
measuring magnitude.

Despite its drawbacks, the ’Richter magnitude’ is
widely used because it can be computed within a
few hours of an earthquake and because people are
familiar with it.
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Figure 5.23 How magnitude is defined from a seismogram.
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5.9 Energies of earthquakes

Seismic waves carry energy, as is obvious from the
damage they can cause. Waves are momentary
deformations of rock, and if the energies of all such
simultaneous deformations over the whole volume
affected by the earthquake were added together, we
would have the seismic energy of the earthquake.
(This is less thanthe strain energy released by a

whole, a plot of numbers N of earthquakes greater
than a given magnitude M (as a log) versus the mag-
nitude gives an approximate straight line (log10 N = a
- bM), though the slopes (b) are not usually the
same, as shown in Figure 5.25 (only earthquakes
above a certain magnitude have been plotted, but
smaller ones are even more numerous). There are
many more small earthquakes than large ones, but as
they have little energy the relatively few large earth-

fault rupture, for reasons given in Section 5.1.)
T’ "s is ..........

quakes account for most of the seismic energy
n~ a dltt~cult sum to carry out but tt has been ............. released: (Similarly f0~ seis~ie m0~ent; the 1960estimated and related to the magnitude of the

earthquake; the approximate relationship is shown
in Figure 5.24.

An increase of 1 in magnitude means 10 times
the amplitude but about 30 times the energy. The
energy of some earthquakes far exceeds that of the
largest nuclear bomb exploded, which is why great
earthquakes are so destructive. The 1960 Chile
earthquake released the equivalent of about 2500
megatonnes of high explosive.

Chile earthquake released a quarter of the total
moment in the period 1904-1986.) The average
annual energy release worldwide equals that of
about 100 megatonnes of high explosive! But large
as this is, it is small compared to some other forms
of global energy, as explained in Chapter 17.4.1.

5.10 Earthquake damage and its mitigation

Numbers of earthquakes and their total energy. The
largest earthquakes, fortunately, occur less frequently
than smaller ones; for instance, each year there are
about 100,000 earthquakes of ML = 3, compared to
20 of ML = 7. For any region, or the Earth as a

5.10.1 Causes of damage

It is hardly surprising that the huge energies released
by large earthquakes produce enormous damage,
but how is the damage actually caused? There are
several mechanisms, both direct and indirect.
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Most obvious is the rupture, if it reaches the sur-
face, for any house, road, pipe, and so on straddling
the fault is likely to be ruptured. However, such
damage is confined to the fault trace.

Much more extensive, and the chief cause of
damage, is the shaking caused by the passage of seis-
mic waves, particularly surface waves, for often
these have the largest amplitude and continue the
longest (Fig. 5.22). Aftershocks may cause extensive
damage, for though their magnitudes are less than
that of the main shock they may occur nearer’ to
towns. Few traditional buildings are designed to be
shaken, least of all from side to side, and many col-
lapse; particularly at risk are masonry and adobe
buildings, which lack cross bracing. More resistant
are buildings with wood or steel frames, though
buildings in earthquake-prone areas need to be spe-
cially designed to survive severe shaking. Some
countries are zoned according to seismic risk and
have building codes to match.

The amplitude of shaking depends not only upon
the magnitude of the earthquake and its distance,
but also on the local geology. When waves slow on
entering rocks with a lesser seismic velocity, their
wave trains shorten and therefore their amplitude
increases; this commonly happens as waves
approach the surface, for surface rocks often have
lower velocities than deeper ones. In addition,
unconsolidated rocks such as alluvium may be tem-
porarily ’liquefied’ by the shaking (just as sand and
mud when rapidly shaken tend to flow like a thick
liquid), and soil liquifaction has caused buildings to

topple or collapse. Another effect is that subsurface
interfaces can reflect or refract the waves so that the
seismic energy is partly focused into the area or,
alternatively, deflected away.

Other mechanisms of destruction are indirect.
The shaking of the ground may initiate an avalanche
or landslip. In turn, these may dam a river valley,
forming a lake; once the lake overflows the dam, it
often cuts rapidly down through the unconsolidated
jumble of rocks and soil, releasing the pent-up water
to cause severe flooding downstream. The collapse
of buildings containing fires and the rupturing of
gas pipes may lead to widespread conflagrations,
which, with the general chaos and damage to water
pipes, may rage unchecked. Fire was a major cause
of damage in the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
and in the Kobe earthquake in Japan in 1995. Peo-
ple have even been known to set fire to their house
on discovering that their insurance covers fires but
not earthquakes!

Yet another form of damage may be suffered
along coasts, from tsunamis (sometimes incorrectly
called tidal waves - they have nothing to do with
tides). These are generated when a mass of water is
abruptly displaced, usually by movement of the sea
floor below shallow seas, often by an earthquake,
though also by volcanic eruptions and landslips.
The waves travel across the deep oceans with a
wavelength of perhaps 100 km but an amplitude of
no more than a metre, so that a ship does not
notice their passing, being slowly raised and low-
ered over a period of several minutes. But when the
waves reach the shallow water near a coast they
’break’, just as normal-sized waves do when they
cause surf. Tsunamis may reach a height of 30 m
or more, sweeping far inland, sometimes carrying
ships to improbable places and devastating towns
on their way. Around the Pacific, tsunamis are a
sufficiently frequent hazard that the Seismic Sea
Wave Warning System has been set up. When a
large earthquake has been detected seismically,
changes of sea level are checked locally to see if a
tsunami has been generated; if it has, warnings are
sent by radio to vulnerable shores. Though the
waves travel at perhaps 800 km/hr, they still take
several hours to cross an ocean, sufficient time for
warning. (But the warning does not always save
lives, for the curious may go to view the freak
wave and be overwhelmed!)
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5.10.2 Mitigating the damage caused
by earthquakes

Most earthquakes are caused by tectonic forces that
are beyond our control, and there is no current
prospect of preventing or reducing the severity of
earthquakes. Much effort, therefore, has been put
into predicting them. Ideally, we would like to pre-
dict quite precisely the size, location, and time of

~earthquakes, but despite all the effort and a few

mic surveys, as recently occurred for a fault below
Los Angeles, California.

Seismic networks have been set up in earthquake-
prone areas to record earthquakes as they occur.
Within minutes the location and size of an earthquake
can be calculated and used to direct emergency services
to likely areas of damage. Such systems can even pro-
vide warning if the hypocentre is at a distance from
towns and susceptible structures. In Japan the bullet
trains are automatically slowed, and in 1995 Mexico

apparent successes there is yet no reliable methodci~ was provided With a 722sec warning of the magni-
for precise prediction. That an earthquake will
occur in a certain area some time in the future can
often be anticipated from the buildup of strain, but
not its precise details. The problem is similar to pre-
dicting the breakage of a length of string when it is
suspending a bucket into which water is dripping:
we know the increasing weight of water must break
the string but not exactly when or where. A number
of possible precursors might warn of an impending
earthquake. These include changes of seismicity;
variation of seismic, electrical, and other properties
of the ground (measured using geophysical meth-
ods); variation in the water level in wells and its
radon content (Section 16.3); and so on. However,
no change has yet been found that regularly pre-
cedes an earthquake but does not occur otherwise,
and seismologists are becoming increasingly pes-
simistic that prediction is possible.

Still, much can be done to lessen the damage.
Areas prone to earthquake can be identified from a
knowledge of where stresses are increasing and from
historical records of earthquakes. Records can be
extended to prehistorical times using ’palaeoseismol-
ogy’; though past earthquakes have left no seismo-
grams, they have often produced faulting in uncon-
solidated sediments, which can be recognised in
geological sections. Dating these, using carbon-14
dating or other radiometric dating methods (Section
15.12.2), reveals how..often earthquakes occurred.
This information c~ni~be used to estimate the chance
of a large earthquake occurring in the next few
decades. This information can be !used to draw up
appropriate building codes that will allow buildings
and other structures to survive the earthquake, and
to plan how to deal with the damage that will still
occur. Seismology can also discover blind faults -
ones that have no expression at the surface - either
by seismicity on the fault or finding the fault in seis-

tude 7.3 earthquake that occurred 300 km away. This
warning is sufficient to shut down power stations.

Summary

1. ’Earthquake’ can refer either to the shaking of the
ground and associated effects at a locality, or to
the source of the shaking, which is usually a sud-
den displacement, or rupture, of part of a fault.

2. Rupture occurs when the shearing strain across
the fault becomes too large for the fault to sup-
port. The resulting elastic rebound releases
strain energy and generates elastic waves.

3. Where the rupture starts is the hypocentre (or
focus) of the earthquake; the point on the sur-
face immediately above the hypocentre is the
epicentre.

4. The distance of an earthquake from a receiver is
determined from the delay, or lag, of the S
arrival after the P arrival. The depth is found
from the lag of the arrival of the pP-ray after
the P-ray. Seismograms of three or more sta-
tions are used to locate the hypocentre of an
earthquake.

5. The senses of first motion, compressive or
dilatational, of P-wave arrivals at a number of
seismic stations are used to determine fault-
plane solutions, as described in Box 5.1. The
fault plane can be distinguished from the auxil-
iary plane only by using additional information.
The axes of compressive and tensile stresses
(actually, maximum and minimum compressive
stresses) can be found without ambiguity.

6. The dimensions of the rupture (length along
strike, L, depth down dip, W) and the displace-
ment D can be found from a combination of
observation of faulting, location of aftershocks,
surveying, and other ways.

7. The best measure of the size of an earthquake at
source is the seismic moment, M0.

8. The usual cause of earthquakes is tectonic
stress; consequently, seismotectonics studies
earthquakes to find the direction of stress or the
nature of the tectonic process. This can be done
qualitatively, using fault-plane solutions, or
quantitatively by using seismic moments.

9. A less rigorous measure of the earthquake size at
its source is the Richter magnitude, which is
based on the maximum amplitude of ground
motion. It has a variety of forms (Box 5.2). It is
easy to determine and is widely quoted. The
moment magnitude, Mw, is based on the seismic
moment and is better for the largest earthquakes.
Magnitude is on an open-ended log scale. An
increase in magnitude of 1 means 10 times the
amplitude of oscillation but about 30 times the
energy. The largest earthquakes, with magni-
tudes over 7, have energies equivalent to many
megatonnes of high explosive.

10. Larger earthquakes result from larger strained
volumes, rather than greater strains. The largest
earthquakes result from ruptures extending for
hundreds of kilometres and involve millions of
cubic kilometres of rock.

11. Intensity measures the severity of an earthquake
at a locality, in terms of observed effects, such
as shaking, and damage. The usual intensity
scale is the 12-point Modified Mercalli Scale.

12. Earthquake damage results chiefly from shaking
caused by surface waves and S-waves. Other
mechanisms include rupturing of the surface,
liquifaction of unconsolidated surface rocks,
landslides, and tsunamis.

13. Earthquakes cannot yet be predicted, but areas
prone to earthquakes can often be identified,
with estimates of the likely maximum size and
repeat interval. Local conditions that would
increase or decrease the damage can be recog-
nised.

14. You should understand these terms: earthquake,
hypocentre, epicentre; elastic rebound, after-
shock; fault plane, fault-plane solution, auxil-
iary plane, focal sphere, take-off angle, double-
couple mechanism; intensity, isoseismal, seismic
moment, moment magnitude, magnitude,
Richter magnitude; body, surface, Rayleigh, and
Love waves; seismotectonics.
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Further reading

Bolt (1999) gives an introduction to most aspects of
earthquakes, and Doyle (1995) includes several chap-
ters on their different aspects. Kasahara (1981) and
Scholz (1990) are more advanced: The former covers
most aspects, while the latter emphasises how rocks
fail, the buildup and release of strain, and seismotec-
tonics. Coontz (1998) gives a discussion of whether
earthquake prediction is possible, written at a popu-
lar level, while Kanamori et al. (1997) describe the
value of seismic networks that provide information
about an earthquake with minimal delay.

Problems

1. A seismic recording station receives the first S
arrival 8 min after the P one. What is the epi-
central angle to the source?
(i) 26°, (ii) 29°, (iii)45°, (iv) 60°, (v) 68°, (vi) 76°.

2. The length of rupture on a fault plane associ-
ated with a large earthquake may be hundreds
of kilometres long and tens of kilometres deep.
How then can we refer to the hypocentre of the
earthquake?

3. If the long-term average rate of displacement is
roughly the same along the length of a long
fault, how can some places experience large
earthquakes yet others escape them?

4. A newspaper reported that an earthquake with
an intensity of 7.3 on the Richter scale had
caused thousands of deaths. What is their error?

5. Give at least two reasons why the P-waves
recorded on a receiver due to an earthquake are
not a single pulse.

6. A ray arrives at a seismic station 80° from the
near-surface hypocentre. What was its take-off
angle?

7. During an earthquake a building experiences
horizontal shaking. It could have been due to
which waves?

(i) P-waves.
(ii) S-waves.
(iii) Rayleigh waves.
(iv) Body waves.
(v) Love waves.

(vi) Surface waves.
8. A 3-component seismometer aligned N-S, E-W,

and vertically recorded far the largest amplitude
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of Love waves in the E-W direction. What is
the approximate direction of the earthquake
from the station?

9. Which of the following ways of measuring the
size of an earthquake does not need an instru-
mental record:
(i) Richter magnitude.
(ii) Mw.
(iii) Moment.
(iv) Intensity.

13. When a certain locality experienced an earth-
quake with a Richter magnitude of 7 there
was little damage. A newspaper reported
that as this was only a little less than the
largest known in the area, magnitude 8, citi-
zens could be confident that recent work to
make buildings, bridges, and so on safe had
been successful. Why should they not be too
confident?

10. Plot the data in the table, find the fault-plane
solutions and deduce what type of fault was
involved (strike-slip, etc.).

Take-off Take-off Take-off
Azimuth angle Sense* Azimuth angle Sense* Azimuth angle Sense*

0 18 D 123 28 D 247 55 C
34 27 C 153 46 D 270 19 C
45 19 C 202 15 D 311 16 C
58 29 C 230 31 D 329 46 D
94 17 C 238 29 D 356 39 D

*C: compressional; D: dilatational

11. Plot the data in the table, find the fault-plane
solutions and deduce what type of fault was
involved (strike-slip, etc.).

Take-off Take-off Take-off
Azimuth angle Sense* Azimuth angle Sense* Azimuth angle Sense*

46 74 C 138 67 D 259 64 D
64 38 C 140 37 D 317 58 D
89 43 D 192 54 D 318 78 C
104 68 C 198 64 C 334 51 C
128 76 C 243 71 C 351 22 D

*C: compressional; D: dilatational

12. Plot the data in the table and find the dip and
strike of the possible fault planes and the slip
angles.

Take-off Take-off Take-off
Azimuth angle~* Sense* Azimuth angle Sense* Azimuth angle Sense*

9 70 D 128 85 D 276 32 C
26 69 D 150 48 D 276 68 C
41 21 C ~’!i~206 63 D 298 50 D
62 66 C 226 37 D 310 81 D
86 45 C: 237 22 C 335 82 D

244 72 D 349 41 C
112 28 C 255 82 C

*C: compressional; D: dilatational .

Refraction Seismology

Refraction seismology is a powerful and relatively
cheap method for finding the depths to approxi-
mately horizontal seismic interfaces on all scales
from site investigations to continental studies. It
also yields the seismic velocities of the rocks
between the interfaces, a useful diagnostic tool.

it exploits a particular case of refraction in    sin i~ = v-L sin 90°= ~
which the refracted ray runs along an interface,          v2        v2
while sending rays back up to the surface.

Figure 6.1 Critical angle of refraction.

6.1 Critical refraction and head waves

A ray crossing an interface downwards into a layer
with a higher velocity- a common situation- is
refracted away from the normal, according to Snell’s
Law (Eq. 4.5). Consider rays progressively more
oblique to the interface (Fig. 6.1): There must come
an angle, the critical angle, ic, where the refracted
angle is exactly 90°; that is, the refracted ray travels
along the interface (if the ray is yet more oblique, all
the seismic energy is reflected, called total internal
reflection). The value of ic depends on the ratio of
velocities either side of the interface:

sin ic sin 90°

v2

What does a ray travelling along the interface
mean: Is it in layer i or 2? This is best answered
by considering wave fronts. As rays and wave
fronts always intersect at right angles, a ray along
the interface means waves perpendicular to the
interface (Fig. 6.2a). A wave is due to oscillations
of the rock, and as the layers are in contact, the
rocks just above the interface must oscillate too.
Therefore, as a wave front travels along just below
the interface a disturbance matches it just above
the interface. This in turn propagates waves - and
therefore rays - up to the surface at the critical
angle (Fig. 6.2b).

To understand why this is so, we use the concept

of Huygens’s wavelets.

(a)
(b)

Figure 6.2 Wave fronts and head waves.
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6.1.1 Huygens’s wavelets

Huygens (a 17th-century scientist) realised that when
a particle of a material oscillates it can be thought of
as a tiny source of waves in its own right. Thus,
every point on a single wavefront acts as a small
source, generating waves, or wavelets as they are
called. In Figure 6.3 the left-hand line represents a
planar wave front travelling to the right at some
instant. Wavelets are generated from all points along
its length, and a few are shown. The solid half-circles
are the crests of the wavelets after they have travelled ....
for one wavelength (which is the same as that of the
wave). At C1, C2, C3, . . . these overlapping crests
add, called reinforcement, so that they form a new
crest. The succeeding troughs will have advanced
half as far, shown by the dashed half-circles. At each
of T1, T2, . . . there are two troughs and these will
add, giving a trough between the two crests. But at
Z1, Z2, . . . there is a crest and a trough, and these
cancel perfectly. As there will be just as many
troughs as crests along the left-hand line - assuming
it is indefinitely long - then there will be perfect can-
cellation all along the line. Therefore, the crest has
advanced from left to right. This is just what we
have been using since waves were introduced in Sec-

wavelet crest

wavelength

C1

C2

C3

new ppsition
of wave crest

Figure 6.3 Huygens’s wavelets.

Figure 6.4 Diffraction into a shadow.

C1

C5

C7

new position
of wave crest

tion 4.1, which is why wavelets have not been intro-
duced before. However, wavelets are helpful in some
special cases, such as critical refraction and diffrac-
tion, the latter being considered first.

Diffraction. If waves pass through a gap, such as
water waves entering a harbour mouth, it might be
expected that once inside they would continue with the
width of the gap, with a sharp-edged shadow to either
side. But if this were so, at the crest ends there would
be stationary particles next to ones moving with the
full amplitude of the wave, which is not feasible. Con-
sidering wavelets originating in the gap shows that
there is no such abrupt cutoff (Fig. 6.4). At C1, C2,...
the crests will add as before, so the wave will continue
as expected. But at Z1 there is no trough to cancel the
crest and so there is a crest there, though weaker
because it is due to only one wavelet. The resulting
wave crest follows the envelope of the curves.

This bending of waves into places that would be a
shadow according to ray theory is called diffraction. It
helps explain how we can hear around corners (there
is often reflection as well). It will be met again in Sec-
tion 6.10.1, and in some later chapters. Next, we
return to the critically refracted wave of Figure 6.2.

6.1.2 Head waves
As a wave travels below the interface it generates
wavelets (Fig. 6.2b). By the time a wavelet in the
lower layer has travelled from E to F, a wavelet in
the upper layer - travelling at velocity v, - has gone
only a distance EF: If we draw the wavelets pro-
duced by successive waves below the interface, at E,
F, . ¯ . , and add up their effects, the result is waves
travelling up to the right (Fig. 6.2b). These are
called head waves, and their angle /head (which
equals/_EFF’) depends on the ratio of EF’ to EF:

This is the ratio of the velocities, and so is the value
of the critical angle (Eq. 6.1): Therefore, head rays
leave the interface at the critical angle.

The seismic refraction method depends upon

timing the arrivals of head waves at receivers on the
surface; the corresponding rays are usually called
refracted rays.

6.2 The time-distance (t-x) diagram

Seismic energy can follow three main routes from the
source to receivers (Fig. 6.5b): the refracted rays just
described, the direct ray that travels just below the
surface (shown in Fig. 6.2a), and reflected rays. They
take different times to reach the receivers, as shown in
the time-distance, or t-x, diagram (Fig. 6.5b).

The time it takes a direct ray to reach a receiver
is simply the distance along the surface divided by
the velocity, vl, so its graph is a straight line from
the origin. The slope of the line equals llv,, so the
greater v, the shallower the slope. To find the travel-
time to a receiver, follow straight up from the
receiver on the lower diagram until you reach the
line on the t-x diagram, then go left to read off the
time on the vertical time axis.

0

(b)    S C’ O’

Figure 6.5 Travel-times of refracted and other rays.

distance

distance (x)
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Finding the time of a refracted ray is more compli-
cated. Clearly, a refracted ray travels further than the
direct ray, but part of its route is in the second layer,
where it travels faster. If it travels far enough in the sec-
ond layer it must overtake the direct ray (just as travel-.
ling to a distant destination via a motorway is quicker
than using the shorter but slow road, even though you
have to travel to and from the motorway on slow
roads). All the refracted rays follow the critical ray SC
down to the interface, and an equal distance up from
the Interface to the surface, CC, DD, EE, and so on,
both. at velocity vl; to these must be added the connect-
ing part in the second layer, CDE .... Therefore their
total times will differ only by the different times they
spend in the lower layer. For instance, ray SCEE" takes
longer than SCDD" by time DE/v2. As a consequence,
the travel-time line for refracted rays is a straight line,
with slope 1/v2; but it does not start at the origin,
because the nearest point to the source it can reach is
C; the critical distance. Nor does the travel-time line,
extended back, reach the origin, because of the extra
time taken travelling to and up from the interface.

The time for a refracted ray to reach a receiver is
the time spent below the interface, plus the time it
takes to go down to, and back up from, the inter-
face. It works out to be

Equation 6.3a can also be written as

This will be used later.
The third route to a receiver is by reflection. This

obviously is further than the direct route and so takes
longer. For a recelve? very close to the source, the
reflected ray goes vertically down to the interface and
up again, taking 2hl/vi, as shown,i’~Whereas the direct
ray - having little distance to travel’- takek negligible
time. But the reflected ray td:a receiver far to the right
travels almost horizontally and so takes very little
longer than the direct ray; this is why its travel-time
curve approaches that for thedirect ray. Though the
reflected route is shorter than the refracted one it

always takes more time, except for the ray SCC;
which can be regarded as either a reflected or a
refracted ray; therefore the refracted and reflected
times to the critical distance, C; are the same.
Reflected rays are never first arrivals and are not con-
sidered further in this chapter. However, they form
the basis of a most important prospecting method,
reflection seismology, described in the next chapter.

Figure 6.5a describes what happens below
ground, but we have to make deductions from sur-

measurements, in particular the times of first
arrivals, as these are the easiest to recognise on a
seismogram. The first arrivals for near distances are
direct-rays, but beyond a certain distance, the
crossover distance, refracted rays are the fastest.
Therefore, first arrival times for a range of distances
trace out the two heavy lines of Figure 6.5b.

To get this information, a row of receivers - seis-
mometers or geophones - is laid out in a line from the
source, called the shot point. The resulting seismo-
grams are shown in Figure 6.6a. The times of first
arrival are ’picked’ and their values are plotted against
the distances of the corresponding receivers (receivers
are often spaced more closely near the shot point, for
reasons explained in Section 6.7). Then lines are drawn,
for the direct and refracted travel-times (Fig. 6.6b).

These lines are used to deduce the depth to the
interface and the velocities of both layers. First, the
slopes of the direct and refracted lines are measured
(this is easier if a convenient distance is used; as
shown); their reciprocals yield the velocities of the
top and lower layers:

Slope of direct line = 0.42 sec/250 m = 0.00168,
so v~ - 1/0.00168 - 595 m/s.

Slope of refracted line - 0.34 sec/500 m
= 0.00068, so vz = 1/0.00068 - 1470 m/s.

These velocities can be useful for suggesting likely rock
types (Table 6.1), but usually more useful is the depth
to the interface, deduced as follows: Extend the refrac-
ted line to meet the time axis, which here has the value
0.28 sec. This is the intercept, tat, given by Eq. 6.3:

i1intercept, tint = 2h1 2
v1

f10.28 sec=2h1 5952

SO hI = 91 rn
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Figure 6,6 Making a time-distance diagram.

If you have understood the above you have
grasped the basis of refraction seismology. Obvi-
ously, not all situations are so simple: There may be
several interfaces, and interfaces may be tilted or
even undulating. All of these situations can be inves-
tigated using refraction seismology, as will be
explained in the following sections.
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Table 6.1 Seismic velocities for rocks

Rock type v~ (km/sec)

Unconsolidated sediments
clay 1.0-2.5
sand, dry 0.2-1.0
sand, saturated ¯ 1.5-2.0

Sedimentary rocks
anhydrite 6.0
chalk 2.1-4.5
coal 1.7-3.4
dolomite 4.0-7.0
limestone 3.9-6.2
shale 2.0-5.5
salt~ 4.6
sandstone 2.0-5.0

Igneous and metamorphic rocks
basalt 5.3-6.5
granite 4.7-6.0
gabbro 6.5-7.0
slate 3.5-4.4
ultramafic rocks 7.5-8.5

Other
air 0.3
natural gas 0.43
ice 3.4
water 1.4-1.5
oil 1.3-1.4

Ranges of velocities, which are from a variety of sources, are
approximate.

6.3 Multiple layers

If there are Several layers, each with a higher veloc-
ity than the one above - which is often the case -
there will be critical rays for each interface, as
shown-in Figure 6.7. For each interface the critical
angle depends only upon the velocities above and
below it, but the ray paths down to an interface,
SC1, SC2, SC3, . . . , depend upon the thicknesses
and velocities of all the layers above.

The t-x diagram for first arrivals is a series of
straight lines, each with a less steep slope than the
one .to the left. As with a single interface, their
slopes are the reciprocals of the velocities of the suc-
cessive layers, so the velocities of the layers are eas-
ily found. In turn, these are used to calculate the
critical angle for each interface, using Eq. 6.1.
Depths are calculated from the intercept times but
have to be done progressively. The depth, h~, to the
first interface, using Eq. 6.3b with x - 0, is
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tint 1 --

giving:

2h1 cos

v1

Vltintl

2 cos i Eq. 6.4

Its value is put in the equation for the intercept
time for the second interface, which can be shown

6.4 Dipping interfaces

Tilting the interface does not change the value of
the critical angle, but it rotates the ray diagram of
Figure 6.3 by the angle of dip, a (Fig. 6.8). As a
result, rays to successive receivers C; D; E; . . .
not only have to travel the additional distance CD,
DE .... along the interface, but also an extra dis-
tance up to the surface because the interface is get-
ting deeper. Therefore the refracted line on the t-x

to be diagram is steeper, its slope yielding a velocity less
(slower) than v2.

2h1 cos i 2h2 cos it2
tinH --            q

V1 V2 Eq. 6.5

which gives h2. This is repeated for successive inter-
faces, the equation for the interface time increasing
by one term each time.

This presents a problem: There is no way to tell
from Figure 6.8 that the refracted line is due to a
dipping interface and not a horizontal interface
over a layer with a slower seismic velocity equal to
l/slope. For this reason, velocities calculated from
the slopes are called apparent velocities. However,

(a)

tint3

E tint2

tint1

distance (x)

(a)

distance (x)

(b)
Sf               C’         D’ E~

nce
to surface

~)

Figure 6.8 Dipping interface.

if the line is reversed, that is, repeated with the shot
point at the right (Fig. 6.9), then successive head
rays have less distance to travel up to the surface,
and so the refracted line has a shallower slope, and
appears faster. Therefore, the presence of a dipping
interface is shown by the forward and reversed
refraction lines having, different slopes (’forward’
and ’reverse’ merely depend on which direction is
shot first). If the interface has a small dip (less than
about 5°), an approximate value of v2 is found by
averaging the forward and reverse slopes:

~1 =l(slope2~+slope2)
V2 2               ’                    Eq. 6.6

v2 can then be used to find the critical angle, as
usual (Eq. 6.1).

(a)

tintf

/
/

/ I
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(b) Sf \1/
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Figure 6.7 Multiple layers, " Figure 6.9 Reversed lines.
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(a)

plane of
refracted rays

surface

(b)

Figure 6.10 Dip in three dimensions.

The intercepts are different too, being less at the
up-dip than the down-dip end. The depths to the
interface are given by

blf -- tintfU1
/91 -- tint,U1

2cosic r 2cosic Eq. 6.7

These are the distafices perpendicular to the inter-
face, not the vertical distances, but for shallow dips
they are little different. (Exact formulas are given
in some of the textbooks listed ’at the end of the

,,.
chapter.)

In summary, t-x plots for a dipping interface
compare with those for a horizontal interface as
follows:

,

(i) The slope of the refraction line is less steep
up dip, steeper down dip.

(ii) The intercept is less at the up-dip than the
down-dip end.

(iii) The slopes for direct rays (first sections on
t-x plot) are unchanged.

The true dip. It has been assumed so far that the
seismic line is in the direction of the dip of the inter-
face, but there is no reason why this should be so.

e survey was set out.
the reversed lines are shot along strike, the rays
recorded will have travelled in a plane perpendicular
to the interface rather than in a vertical one (Fig.
6.10a), but the interface will appear to be horizon-
tal. More generally, lines will be shot obliquely to
the dip direction and give a value for the dip that is
too low.

To find the true dip of the interface, two pairs of
reversed lines at right angles can be used. Each is
used to deduce a dip, a1 and oh (Fig. 6.10b), from
which the true dip, a, and its direction can be calcu-
lated from

/
sin a = 4sin2 a~ + sin2

O~2 Eq. 6.8a
sin a~cos 0-
sin o~ Eq. 6.8b

where 0 is the angle between the dip direction and
the seismic line that gave the dip component

6.5 Seismic velocities in rocks

The velocities found from travel-time diagrams give
some indication of the types of rocks that form the
layers, though rock types have a range of velocities.
Velocities of some common rock types are given in
Table 6.1.

In general, velocity increases with consolidation,
so alluvium and loose sands have a very low veloc-
ity, cemented sandstones have a higher one, and
crystalline rocks tend to have the highest velocities
of all. Consolidation tends to increase with geologi-
cal age, so a Palaeozoic sandstone, for example, may
have a seismic velocity twice that of a Tertiary one.

Most rock types have a range of velocities, some-
times large, but in a particular area the range is
often much less. Therefore, rock types can be identi-

fled more confidently if the velocities are measured
in the area of interest - preferably in boreholes, for
velocities measured on exposed rocks usually give a
lower and more variable value because of weather-
ing, opening of fractures under the reduced pressure,
and pores not being fully saturated with water.

6.6 Hidden layers

There are two situations where a seismic interface is
not revealed by a t-x refraction plot.

6.6.1 Hidden layer proper

It was explained in Section 6.2 that a refracted ray
overtakes the direct ray, provided it travels a suffi-
cient distance, but before that can happen it may be
overtaken in turn by the refracted ray from the
interface below. Figure 6.11a shows a 3-layer case
where the second layer is revealed only by the short
length of the line ’refracted ray 1’ that is a first
arrival. Suppose layer 2 were thinner: Then head
rays from layer 3 would arrive earlier, displacing
line ’refracted ray 2’ downwards to the left, and no
part of line ’refracted ray 1’ would be a first arrival
(Fig. 6.11b). Layer 2 is then ’hidden’. Layer 2 would
also be hidden if v2 were decreased, or v3 increased,
for the first would displace crossover 1 to the right,
while the second would displace crossover 2 to the

(a) (b)

refracted ray 2

E cross over 2

cross over 1

distance (x)

Figure 6.11 Hidden layer.
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left. If the second layer is hidden, the t-x plot will be
interpreted as two layers, one with velocity vI over a
layer with velocity v3. The depth to the top of the
third layer, calculated in ignorance of the existence
of layer 2, will be intermediate between the true
depths to the tops of the second and third layers.

6.6.2 Low-velocity layer

If a layer has a lower velocity than the one above
there can be no critical refraction, the rays being
refracted towards the normal (Fig. 6.12). There is
no refracted segment corresponding to the layer, so
the t-x plot will be interpreted as a two-layer case.
The calculated depth to the top of layer 3 will be
exaggerated, because the slower velocity of layer 2
means that a ray takes longer to reach it, than if
there really are two layers, vl over v3.

The possibility of a hidden layer of either kind
can be recognised only from independent informa-
tion, particularly geological sections or borehole
logs. Common low-velocity situations are sand
below clay, sometimes sandstones below limestones,
and most sedimentary rocks beneath a lava or sill
(see velocities in Table 6.1). A hidden layer proper
may be inferred, for instance, by comparing the seis-
mic models with geological sections. Depending
upon the information available, some correction
may be possible.

cross over 1

/ I

/,~

L_ cross over 2

distance (x)
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(a) dreds of kilometres (e.g., Section 21.3.3). All require
a source, a line of receivers, and a way of timing

~ arrivals. Most modern recording is in digital form,
where the seismogram is recorded as a series of
binary numbers, as in a computer (described in Sec-

~ tion 7.7.1), rather than analog form (wiggle trace)
because the former gives better records and permits
sophisticated processing of data to make corrections
and extract the maximum amount of information,

distance (x) as outlined in Chapter 3.
........... Rather than discuss the various kinds 0f sources

and receiver separately, it is better to describe com-
plete systems.

Hammer seismics. Most sources send a pulse of

Figure 6.1:~ Low-velocity layer.

A final point to note is that a seismic interface is
not necessarily a geological boundary and vice versa.
For refracted arrivals to occur there must be an abrupt
increase in velocity, that is, a seismic discontinuity.
The water table may be such a interface, though it is
not usually a geological boundary; conversely, Table
6.1 shows that two quite different rocks types - such
as shale and sandstone - may chance to have similar
velocities and so would not form a seismic interface.

6.7 Carrying out a seismic-refraction survey

Refraction surveys can be carried out on all scales
from the shallow investigation of a building site to
deep studies of the lithosphere that extend over hun-

waves into the ground. The simplest way to do this
is to strike a plate on the ground with a sledgeham-
mer. When the hammer strikes the plate a switch
closes, starting the recorder, and the time of the first
arrival, in milliseconds, is easily read from a screen
(the duration of the flat part of the trace) or dis-
played as a number. Because it is so simple to strike
the plate only a single geophone is needed, and it is
moved progressively along a line.

The maximum workable distance depends upon
the sensitivity of the system, the size of the hammer
blows, the subsurface lithologies, and noise. Noise
can be due to traffic and machinery, and to wind,
which disturbs the ground by shaking trees, build-
ings, fences, and so on, or by directly shaking the
geophones and cables. This last can be reduced by
burying the geophones and laying the cables flat
along the ground. Poor arrivals can also be
improved by stacking: The plate is struck repeatedly

impact switch

plate , geophone o o o o -tape measure

Figure 6.13 Hammer system:
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with the geophone in the same position, and the
arrivals are added together to average out chance
noise but not the arrivals and so increase the signal-
to-noise ratio. In practice, the maximum distance is,
roughly, 100 m. Using a rule of thumb that the geo-
phone line should be about ten times the depth to
the interface gives a detectable depth of about 10 m,
sufficient for many small-scale surveys. The range
can be extended by using bigger sources such as a
large dropped weight or mechanical hammers.

Explosion seismics. For larger-scale surveys a more
powerful source is needed; on land a charge of
explosives is commonly used. Since the object is to
send seismic energy into the ground and not to
produce a spectacular but wasteful blowout, the
charge is buried to a sufficient depth, usually in a
drilled hole. As boreholes for large charges (which
can be tonnes in weight for lithospheric studies) are
expensive - and the results poor if the charge is not
below the water table - charges are often fired in
water, making use of ponds, lakes, or the sea, as
available. Firing in water is so much cheaper and
generally more effective that a survey line is often
chosen to take advantage of suitable bodies of
water.

Because of the effort and expense of using
explosives, a single receiver ceases to be practical,
for it would entail a separate explosion for each
receiver position. Instead, a line of geophones or
seismometers is laid out. Lines up to a few kilome-
tres in length can be connected to a central
recorder by cable, but for surveys extending tens or
hundreds of kilometres, cables are impracticable
and each receiver has its own accurate clock,
often synchronised to a master clock by radio, to
time arrivals, or signals are radioed to a central
recorder.

Far from the source the signal can be very weak,
and high-sensitivity seismometers are essential.
These are set up carefully, often in a pit to reduce
noise and make contact with more solid ground.
Three seismometers are often used, two horizontal
instruments at right angles plus a vertical one, to
record all components of the ground motion (an
example is shown in Figure 5.22).

Though a large-scale survey - designed to inves-
tigate structure down to the Moho or deeper - is, in
essence, no more than the hammer seismics survey

greatly magnified, the logistical effort required may
need years of planning and preparation.

General remarks about land surveying. Often there
are near-surface layers with low velocities; in small-
scale surveys these are often soil, subsoil, and the
weathered top of the rock below. Though these lay-
ers may be of little interest in themselves, they often
have low velocities, so the time spent in them may
be significant even if they are thin. If receivers are
spaced too far apart, these interfaces are not recog-
nised (compare Fig. 6.14b with 6.14a), and then lay-
ers may be lumped together and the time spent in
them attributed to a single layer with a faster veloc-
ity and greater thickness, and so produce an incor-
rect interpretation. To ensure that they are detected,
receivers may need to be spaced more closely, partic-
ularly near the source (ideally, receivers would be
close all along the profile, but this would be too
expensive).

Surveys at sea. These generally use different
sources and receivers from those used on land. As
well as explosives, sources include a range of
devices, which use compressed air, high-voltage dis-
charges, or other types of energy sources. As these
have their most important use in reflection seismol-
ogy, they are described in Section 7.7.1. Receivers
are usually hydrophones, immersed in the water to
respond to pressure changes rather than water
motion caused by the passage of P-waves (S-waves,
of course, cannot propagate through water, Section
4.5.2). As shooting and receiving are carried out on
the move, long lines, or a set of parallel lines, can
be easily surveyed, an advantage offsetting the high
cost of ships.

For the largest-scale surveys explosives are
often used. These are dropped overboard from a
moving ship and fired when safely astern, with
seismic energy into the water maximised by firing
at a depth that increases with the size of the
charge. Two ships may be used to reverse lines.
Sonobuoys may be left floating to record while the
source ship sails away. Ocean-bottom seismometers
that sink to the ocean floor and record like land
seismometers (before rising again~ to the surface for
retrieval), are increasingly used to improve the
quality of records and provide all three compo-
nents of motion.
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(a) (b)

I

distance (x)

Figure 6.14 Effect of slow surface layers.

distance (x)

Having described how refraction surveys are car-
ried out, we return to other layer geometries.

6.8 Undulating interfaces and delay times

If interfaces are not flat, a more sophisticated
method of analysis is needed. Figure 6.15 compares
the actual, undulating interface with a flat reference
interface joining Cf to Cr. The forward and reverse
refraction lines for this reference interface are shown
dashed in the t-x diagram. As M, for instance, is
closer to the surface than the reference interface, the
actual travel time to M" plots below the reference
line; conversely, th~’ for N" is above it. The same
argument applies to the reversed line, so the shapes
of the refraction lines on the t-x,plot show qualita-
tively how the interface differs from a flat surface.
Note that the vertical separ.ation ~f the forward and
reversed refraction lines is about the same for the
actual and reference interfaces.

These observations can be made more precise
using the concept of delay times. ~.

6.8.1 Delay times

The travel-time of a refracted ray is made up of
three parts: travelling obliquely down to the inter-
face, along the interface, and up to the receiver (Fig.
6.16a). But we can think of it as being made up in a
different way (Fig. 6.16b): the time it takes to travel
the distance between source and receiver, SvRv, just
below the interface at velocity v2, plus a term 8s at
the source end to equal the extra time it takes to go
SC at velocity vI compared to going SvC at v2, and
similarly 8R at the receiver end. In effect, we are pre-
tending that the ray travels all the way at v2, but
there is a delay between the shot time and when the
ray starts on its way, and another after it finishes
before the signal is recorded by the receiver:

tsR = 8s + S--R-R + 8~ Eq. 6.9
v2

as and 6R are called delay times (or sometimes time
terms).

(a)

0 distance (x)

(b)
Sr\lz

....

Figure 6.15 Undulating interface.

The delay time for a receiver is easily measured
(Fig. 6.17a). The time, tf, to go from one end to a
receiver (path StCDR), and then on to the other end,
tr (path REFSr), is longer than the time, ttota~, to go
from end to end (along StCDEFSr) because of the
extra times taken to travel from intercept to receiver,
along DR and ER. As each of these extra times is
just the delay time, we have

tf + tr = ttota1 +26a Eq. 6.10

6 ~ = ~ ( t f + tr -- t total ) Eq. 6.11

As tf, tr, and ttotaI can all be read off the t-x diagram,
&a can be calculated. This can be done for each
receiver.

(a)

(b)

R

S\ R

Figure 6.16 Two ways of treating travel-times.
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(a) x

(b)

Figure 6.17 Finding delay times.

The depth to the interface can be deduced
because obviously the deeper it is the larger is the
delay time. The delay time is the extra time to travel
from D to R, compared to D to Rv, that is (DR/v1
- DRy/v2) (Fig. 6.17b), and it can be shown that

This can be used to find the depth to the intercept,
once v1 and v2 have been found.

6.8.2 The plus-minus method

One method that uses the above theory is the
plus-minus method: Forward and reversed profiles
are measured in the usual way, though it is essential
that forward and reverse lines a~e exactly the same
lengths, to provide ttotaI. As in Figure 6.18, t-x plots
are drawn. Two further lines are plotted, one the
sum of the forward and reverse times for each
receiver, (tf + tr), and the other their difference, (tf-
tr), as in Figure 6.18a; ’this is why it called the

,.

"plus-minus" method (it is also known as Hage-
doorn’s method). The minus line should be straight;
this is a test that the method is applicable. Its slope
is 2/v2, from which v2 is found, vl is found from the
slope of the direct lines, in the usual way.

For each receiver, the end-to-end time, ttotal, is
subtracted from the added times of forward and
reverse arrivals, and the result is halved to give the
delay time (Eq. 6.11). This value is put into Eq. 6.12
to give the depth to the interface below the receiver.
Finally, below each receiver an arc is drawn propor-
tional to this depth (Fig. 6.18b) and a line is drawn
through them to show the interface.

There are some points to note. The method
applies only to the part of the profile where
refracted rays are the first arrival, so, to be useful,
the profile should be long compared to the
crossover distances. As the method is usually
applied only to the first interface, first arrivals from
the second interface may limit the useful length.
Lastly, it loses accuracy if the dip anywhere is more
than about 10°; if, after drawing the interface, the
dips are found to be steeper than 10°, the general

shape will still be correct but the depths will not be
accurate.

There are other methods for dealing with uneven
interfaces, but only a very general one, ray tracing,
will be described.

6.9 Ray tracing and synthetic seismograms

The methods described so far for interpreting
refraction data have all used inverse analysis; that
is, starting with arrival times, the subsurface struc-
ture has been deduced by drawing travel-time dia-
grams, measuring slopes, and so on, and putting the
values in equations. This works well for interfaces
with simple geometries but becomes more difficult
as the geometry becomes more complex. In addi-
tion, the methods use only the times of first arrivals,
which means no account has been taken whether
the amplitude is large or small, or of later arrivals.
The power of modern computers offers another
approach, forward modelling by ray tracing. In
essence, a structure is guessed (based on a model

deduced using the methods described above) and
the paths of rays leaving the source at different
angles are traced through the structure by using
Snell’s Law at each interface. The velocities can also
be allowed to vary between interfaces, which causes
the rays to curve. The time for each ray to return to
the surface is calculated and used to construct a
travel-time diagram, which is compared with the
observed travel-times and thence modified as neces-
sary. Figure 6.19 shows an example of ray tracing,
with rays in the lowermost layer curving because of
a significant downward increase in velocity. This
example is discussed more fully in Section 21.3.3.

More sophisticated computer programs also cal-
culate the amplitudes, taking into account loss of
energy at interfaces and due to spreading out of the
wave front as it travels further from the source, and
may also allow for absorption. Comparing the
resulting synthetic seismogram with the observed
one provides a better test of the model than travel-
times alone, for arrivals have to match the observa-
tions in amplitude as well as time.

(a)

distance (x)

(b) R1    R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9

Figure 6.18 Plus-minus plots.
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Figure 6.19 Example of ray tracing.

6.10 Detecting offsets in interfaces

Refraction seismology is mostly about measuring
the depths to continuous, roughly horizontal inter-
faces, but it may be used to detect a fault if it offsets
an interface. In Figure 6.20b a critically refracted
ray travels just below the interface, producing head
waves as usual along the interface from C to D. But
what happens beyond the offset: Does the corner E
cast a shadow preventing seismic energy reaching

EF . . . ? This is best answered by considering
waves. F is not in shadow because waves diffract
into it, as explained in Section 6.1.1, and therefore
head waves originate along EF .... The t-x plot
(Fig. 6.20a) has an offset of the refraction line: Little
energy arrives in the interval D" to E; and when
arrivals resume at E" they are later than those at D"
not just because it is further from the source but
also because E is further from the surface.

(a) E!

distance (x)

(b)    S         C’

Figure 6.20 Faulted interface.

F!
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(a) S\l! R

(b)
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Figure 6.21 Fan shooting.
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6.11 Fan shooting: Simple seismic
tomography

This is a method that can detect steep-sided features
even if they do not have a sharp boundary. Suppose
the structure beneath the interface is as shown in
Figure 6.21a, perhaps an intrusion that was trun-
cated by erosion and then covered by sediments.
Critically refracted rays travel just below the inter-
face as usual, but those passing through the intru-
sion go faster and so have shorter travel-times. If
receivers are arranged in an arc about the source,
called fan shooting (Fig. 6.21b), the travel-times to
R4, R5, and R6 will be less than to the other
receivers. This will reveal that somewhere along
these ray paths is a body with higher seismic veloc-
ity. A set of travel-times using a different shot point
will locate its position closely (6.21c). In practice,
the receivers need not be all the same distance from
the shot points and can be placed to record both
shots without needing moving, though analysis is
somewhat more complicated.

Fan shooting is an simple example of seismic
tomography (Section 4.6). In the early days of oil
prospecting in Texas it was used successfully to find
salt domes because these were often associated with
oil; the high seismic velocity of salt compared to
most near-surface rocks made them fairly easy to
locate.

Summary

1. Refraction seismic surveys are mainly used to
detect roughly horizontal interfaces separating
layers with different seismic velocities.

2. The seismic refraction method utilises head
waves, which are generated by a critical ray that
travels just below the interface. Head waves
leave the interface at the critical angle.

3. Refracted rays arrive only beyond the critical
distance but give first arrivals only beyond the
crossover distance; up to the crossover distance
the first arrivals are direct rays.
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4. Seismic refraction results are usually interpreted
by first plotting a travel-time (t-x) diagram.
Refracted arrivals are recognised by a decrease
of slope, corresponding to their faster apparent
velocity. Multiple interfaces give rise to a suc-
cession of line segments with decreasing slopes.
The velocities of the layers are found from the
slopes of these line segments, thicknesses from
their intercepts, using appropriate formulas.

5. The value of the velocities can help identify the

ward and reversed profile, apparent velocity;
low-velocity layer, hidden layer; delay time,
plus-minus method; fan shooting; Huygens’s
wavelets, diffraction; ray tracing, synthetic seis-
mogram.

Further reading

The basic theory of seismic refraction is covered in
standard textbooks on applied geophysics, such as

rock type of a layer, but not uniquely because Doyle (1995), Kearey and Brooks (1991), and
rocks types have a range of velocities. Ambigu-
ity can be reduced by comparing values with
the velocities of known rocks in the area.

6. Survey lines are reversed to allow the dips of
interfaces to be detected and measured. The
down-dip refraction line has a smaller intercept
but greater slope than the up-dip line.

7. An interface is not detectable if:
(i) The layer below has a lower velocity than

the layer above (low-velocity layer).
(ii) Though it has a higher velocity, its velocity

and thickness are such that no refracted
rays from the interface arrive before those
from the interface below (hidden layer).

8. An undulating interface may be investigated
using delay times. One method is the plus-minus
method.

9. A general and powerful method for interpreting
the data from complex structures is modelled by
ray tracing, which uses a computer to adjust
models until calculated travel-times and traces
agree with those observed.

10. An offset in an interface produces an offset in
the refraction line. Steeply sided bodies - such
as an intrusion - can be found using fan shoot-
ing, a simple tomographic method.

11. Seismic interfaces need not be geological bound-
aries, and vice versa.

12. Seismic refraction surveys require some kind of
source and onel;or more receivers, often laid out
in a line. Sourd~s range from a hammer blow to
a ton or more of explosive detonated in a bore-
hole or underwater. Receivers are geophones or
seismometers on land,~..hydro~hones in water.

13. You should understand these terms: shot point,
hydrophone; direct ray, refracted ray, head ray,
reflected ray; critical angle and distance,
crossover distance; time-distance diagram, for-

Reynolds (1997) -which also gives case histories of
environmental interest, Robinson and Coruh
(1988), and - at a more advanced level - Telford et
al. (1990). Milsom (1996) gives advice for carrying
out surveys.

Problems
1. Explain, with the aid of a ray diagram, how

direct, refracted, and reflected rays can reach a
receiver on the surface, given that the subsur-
face consists of a layer overlying higher-velocity
material. Explain why not all the rays can be
received at all distances from the shot point.

2. Compare the relative arrival times of direct,
refracted, and reflected rays (i) close to the shot
point, (ii) at the critical distance, (iii) at the
crossover distance, (iv) a long way from the
shot.

3. Explain why it is important to determine the
structure and velocities of thin, near-surface lay-
ers even though the interest is in deeper layers.

4. Sketch the t-x diagram for reversed profiles for
an interface that is horizontal. Show how the
diagram changes when the interface is tilted
about a point midway between shot points.

5. A seismic survey is to be carried out to measure
the approximate thickness of overburden,
which is thought to be about 4 m thick. Deduce
approximate distances from the shot point at
which geophones should be placed to measure
the depth of the overburden, given that it has a
velocity of 1.4 km/sec and overlies sandstone
with a velocity of 2.4 km/sec.

6. Explain why a hammer refraction seismic sur-
vey is often carried out using only one geo-
phone, whereas in explosion seismics it is usual
to use a line of them.

7. Consider whether refraction surveys could be
used in the following cases, and if so, how sur-
veys would need to be carried out to .determine:
(i) The approximate depth to bedrock, below

several metres of boulder clay and overly-
ing bedrock.

(ii) The thickness of a sand layer beneath sev-
eral metres of boulder clay.

(iii) Whether a thin igneous sill several metres
thick underlies an area.

(iv) The position of a normal fault in sand-
stones beneath shale, beneath overburden.

(v) The dip of sedimentary strata beneath
unconsolidated deposits.

(vi) The dip of the contact between a granite
and the country rock which can be seen.on
the surface.

(vii) Whether a sinkhole filled with clay exists
in limestone, below overburden, on a pro-
posed building site.

(viii) The detailed form of the bedrock surface
of a proposed road cutting.

8. A reversed refraction line is shot along the direc-
tion of strike of an interface that dips at about
10°. How do ray paths differ from the case of (a)
across the strike, (b) a horizontal interface? How
can the three cases be distinguished seismically, if
necessary by carrying out further surveys ?



Chapter 7

Reflection Seismology

Seismic reflection is the most important tool we
have for detailed imaging of approximately
horizontal layering within the Earth, in three
dimensions if required. It can reveal structural

on the trace, as shown. After a short interval, during
which the ship has moved along, the process repeats,
but as the paper is moving slowly along, each trace is
slightly to one side of the previous one. The wiggles
on the separate traces line up to show the interfaces.

As Figure 7.2 shows, the result, a seismic section,
can give a very direct picture of the subsurface struc-
ture, but it is not a true vertical section, for several
reasons:

features such as folding and faulting. !t is exten~ (i) The vertical scale is not depth but time (usu-
~sively used by the oil and gas industry to search , ally the time to reach the reflector and

for oil and gas fields, and to exploit them
successfully.

An important branch of reflection seismol-
ogy is seismic stratigraphy. On a regional scale it
has been developed as sequence stratigraphy,
revealing stratigraphic correlations that date
different parts of a sedimentary succession, and
even to establish eustatic sea-level changes. On

return: the two-way time, TWT). Since
velocity varies with depth, times cannot be
easily converted into depths, as they can for
measuring water depths.

(a)

a local scale, it can reveal lateral changes of
lithology that may form stratigraphic oil traps.

Seismic reflection is a form of echo sounding,
detecting "echoes" from seismic interfaces. It can
yield results that are the closest of any geophysi-
cal technique to a conventional geological sec-
tion. However, there are several reasons why a
seismic section must not be accepted uncritically
as a geological section.

7.1 Seismic-reflection sections
and their limitations

Reflection seismology, in essence, is echo or depth
sounding. Carried out at sea, it is like conventional
depth sounding, except that the echoes of interest
come not from shoals of fish or the sea floor but
from within the solid Earth.

It is most easily explained by describing a simple
example (Fig. 7.1).~ &ship sails along emitting pulses
of seismic energy, Wht& travel downwards, to be par-
tially reflected back up from the sea floor and from
interfaces in the rocks, called reflectors (Fig. 7.1a).
When a reflected pulse reaches’the surface it is
detected by seismic receivers. At the same instant as
the pulse is emitted, a pen begins to move steadily
across a roll of paper (Fig. 7.1b); it is connected to the
receiver so that every reflected pulse produces a wiggle

(b)

time

~roller

distance

r
Figure 7.1 Simple-reflection profiling at sea.
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Figure 7.2 Seismic section of a buried channel.

Figure 7.3 Nonvertical reflection.

(ii) Reflections may not come from directly
below the source, since they reflect at right
angles to the interface (Fig. 7.3), but the
recording takes no account of this.

(iii) There may be multiple reflections in addition
to the primary reflections (Fig. 7.4), and
these produce spurious reflectors on the
record, as shown in Figure 7.2.

multiples primary
^ \    reflection

Figure 7.4 Multiple reflections.

(iv) Further reasons, which will be poin~ted out at
appropriate places in the chapter.

How these difficulties can be recognised and
largely overcome is explained in the sections that
follow.
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7.2 Velocity determination using normal
moveout, NMO

Squaring both sides, and replacing 2hl/v1 by t0, we
have

To deduce the velocities - and hence depths - of the
layers, we need a number of receivers along the line,
offset to one or both sides of the shot point, so that
most rays do not travel vertically (Fig. 7.5). The
shortest reflected ray path (for a horizontal reflec-
tor) is the vertical one; the rays that reach receivers
to either side travel progressively further, taking

( )
x2

t~= to+At =to+-Vl~                   Eq. 7.2

If the offsets are small compared to the thickness of
the layer, so that the rays are never more than a
small angle away from vertical, as is often the case,
the extra time At is approximately

extra time, as shown by the curve (called a hyper
~bola) on the time-distance (t-x) diagram above. The
extra time, At, depends on the velocity (as well as
the thickness) of layer 1. It is calculated as follows:
The vertical TWT, to, for the first reflector is just
twice the depth divided by the seismic velocity,
2hffv~. The TWT, t, to reach offset receiver R is
SAR/v~, or 2SA/v~. SA is found by applying
Pythagoras’s theorem to right-angle triangle SVA:

The later time of arrival of receivers offset from the
source, for a horizontal reflector, is called normal
moveout, NMO.

This equation can be rearranged to give vi:

2                                         Vl ~

t=(to +At)= h~ +                            toAt
Eq. 7.1

Values of to, At, and x are measured from the t-x
curve.

(a)

(b)
-X

distance (x)

0
0

S %1I R+X

Figure 7.5 Offset receiversl

Multiple layers. The preceding formulas are true
only for the topmost reflector. For deeper reflectors
we have to allow for refractions through the inter-
faces above (Fig. 7.6). It turns out that Eq. 7.2 can
still be used (with to now the time for vertical reflec-
tion to a particular interface), but the velocity given
by the equation is the root mean square velocity,
Vrms:

Eq. 7.5

where vl, v2, ¯ ¯ ¯ are the one-way times spent in each
layer (Fig. 7.6b). A special sort of average, Vrms is the
velocity that a single layer, with thickness equal to
the depth to the interface, would need to give the
same TWT and NMO as observed.

However, to be able to deduce the thickness of
each layer we need to know the velocity of each
layer. These are found from the values of Vrms for
successive interfaces. Firstly, vl is found using Eq.
7.2. For the second interface Vrms is
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(a)
surface

Figure 7.6 Offset ray paths with several layers.

(b)

v

t3,0

t1,0

2~

distance (x)

At

Eq. 7.6

As v2 is the only value not known it can be calcu-
lated. Once v2 is known, v3 can be found from the
expression for V~m~ down to the third interface, and
so on.

The velocity of any particular layer can be calcu-
lated using information for just the reflectors the
layer lies between:

Iv~ms Bt"- V~msr ) Dix’s Formula
. . tn-1

Vlayer =      t~ ---t7
Eq 7.7

where tr and tB are the TWTs to the top and base
reflectors. This is known as Dix’s Formula or Dix’s
Equation, and the velocity found is known as the
interval velocity. Deducing the velocity of the vari-
ous layers is called velocity analysis.

The thickness of a layer, h, is found by multiply-
ing its velocity by the time taken to travel vertically
through it, which is half the difference of the TWTs
to its top and base interfaces:

I"~B -- ~TT /

h = Vlayer ’

Eq. 7.8

7.3 Stacking

Often reflections are weak, particularly those from
deep interfaces, for the downgoing pulse is weakened
by spreading out and by losing energy to reflections
at intermediate reflectors. They may then be hard to
recognise because of the inevitable noise also present
on the traces. Sections can be improved by stacking,
the adding together of traces to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio (Section 2.3). Section 6.7 described how
repeated traces for a single receiver could be stacked;
in reflection seismology the shot is not repeated but
instead the records of the line of receivers are used.
Before they can be stacked, each trace has to be cor-
rected by subtracting its moveout, so changing the
hyperbolas of Figure 7.6b into horizontal lines. But
moveout is difficult to calculate wh~en arrivals are
hard to recognise. To surmount this im~passe, finding
velocities and stacking are done together. A value for
Vrm~ is guessed and used to calculate the NMO at each
receiver according to its distance from the shot point
(using Eq. 7.3), and the times are displaced by the
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value of the NMO. If the velocity guessed was cor-
rect, the arrivals of the various traces will line up so
that, when added together they produce a strong
arrival; but if an incorrect velocity was guessed, the
traces will not line up so well and then their total will
be lower. Therefore, a range of velocities are used to
calculate moveouts, and the one that results in the
largest addition is used. This is repeated for each
interface, for they have different values of Vrms. This
method works despite noise on the traces, because the
noise usually differs from trace to trace and so tends
io cancel when stacked.

7.4 Dipping reflectors and migration

If a reflector is dipping, both its apparent position
and dip on a seismic section are changed. This is
most easily understood if we return to the single
receiver system of Figure 7.1. A pulse sent out from
S1 (Fig. 7.7) reflects from P1 and not from vertically
below the shot point. But the recording device is just
a pen moving across a roll of paper (or its electronic
equivalent), so the reflected pulse is plotted as if it
were vertically below S1, at R"1. Similarly for $2, $3,
¯ . . , though the differences become smaller up dip.
Consequently, the reflector appears to be shallower
and with a less steep dip than is actually the case.
This distortion cannot be recognised using only a
single receiver, but a line of receivers gives rise to a
hyperbola offset from the shot point (Fig. 7.8)
because the shortest time is not for the ray that trav-
els straight down from the shot point, but the one
the returns vertically up from the interface. The
hyperbola is displaced up dip by an amount 2h sin
where o~ is the dip of the interface (Fig. 7.8).

Figure 7.7 Displacement of a dipping reflector.

distance (x)

Figure 7.8 Moveout for dipping reflector.

If the reflector is curved, distortions may be
more complex, for there may be more than one path
between the reflector and a particular shot point. If
the reflector is concave, as in a syncline, there will
be three ray paths to the receiver, as shown in Figure
7.9a, and as they generally have different lengths -
SP1, SP2, and SP3 - they produce more than one
arrival. The vertical ray will not be the shortest or
the first to arrive if the bottom of the syncline is fur-
ther from the shot point than the shoulders (i.e., the
centre of curvature of the reflector is below the sur-
face). As the shot point moves along, 1 to 10 (Fig.
7.9b), the shortest path switches from one side of
the syncline to the other. The three arrival times for
each of the transmitter positions 1 to 10 together
produce a ’bow tie’ on the section (Fig. 7.9c). If the
centre of curvature is above the surface, a syncline
produces a simple syncline in the section, though
somewhat narrowed; for an anticline, the effect is to
broaden it (Fig. 7.9d and e).

Correcting for the displacement of the position
and shape of a reflector that is not horizontal is
called migration. This is complicated and requires
such large amounts of computer time that sometimes
it is not carried out; in this case the section will be
marked ’unmigrated’. If so, anyone interpreting the
structure has to be aware of the possible distortions,
as comparison of Figure 7.10a and b shows. These
are discussed further in the next section.

syncline

(a) ray paths, one shot point
\11S distance (x)

P1

centre of curvature

(b) ray paths, succession of shot points
shot points

12345678910

= 1
0B

~ reflectio

"-" \~IA ray paths
8A 7A"+"

(c) section shot points
12345678910

(d) ray paths
anticline

(e) section

Figure 7.9 Distortion of synclines and anticlines.

a) unmigrated

faults

b) migrated
tv// faults

Figure 7,10 Unmigrated and migrated sections.
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7.5 Faulted reflectors: Diffraction (a)
You should understand by now that seismic reflec-
tion is about locating interfaces that are continuous
and roughly horizontal. But an interface may not be
continuous; for instance, it may have been offset by
a fault. Such an abrupt end to a reflector produces
diffracted waves, which are modelled using Huy-
gens’s wavelets, as explained in Section 6.1.1.

Consider first just a very short length of reflector
(Fig. 7.11a). It acts as a point source; for example,
:when water waves encounter a pole sticking out of a
pond, circular wave fronts travel outwards from the
pole as if they were generated by the pole. As the
source-receiver system approaches a buried reflector
point it receives reflected waves from the point
reflector, and these are recorded as if coming from
below the transmitter-receiver position, at a dis-
tance equal to that of the reflector, as indicated by
the arcs. Because this distance changes as the trans-
mitter-receiver passes over the point, the resulting
section shows a curve, known as a diffraction hyper-
bola (its amplitude decreases away from the centre
of the hyperbola, because of the increasing distance
of the reflector).

Turning to the stepped reflector (Fig. 7.11b), the
Huygens’s wavelets produce a horizontal, upward-
moving reflected wave except near the ends, which
act rather like point reflectors and produce diffrac-
tion hyperbolas. The overall result is that the two
parts of the reflector are shown offset, but it is hard
to tell exactly where the fault is located (Fig. 7.10a).
Migration removes diffraction effects and reveals
features more clearly (Fig. 7.10b).

(b)

0.
i

Figure 7.11 (a) Point and (b) stepped reflector.

interface). However, these can be distinguished
because the moveout for the primary is less than for
the multiple and so it stacks using a higher velocity.

We have now considered the three reasons given
in Section 7.1 for why a ’raw’ reflection seismic sec-
tion (i.e., as recorded) is not a true geological section
(additional reasons will be given later). Next, we see
how a reflection seismic survey is carried out.

7.7 Carrying out a reflection survey

7.6 Multiple reflections

Some multiple reflection paths were shown in Figure
7.4, and some spurious arrivals were shown in Fig-
ure 7.2. The strongest multiple reflections are those

¯
with the fewest reflections and, of course, from the
strongest reflectors. A common one is the double
reflection from the sea floor (Fig.:,7.2).

The positions of multiples 6n the seismogram
can be anticipated from the positions of the primary
reflectors higher up the seismogram, but it may be
difficult to recognise a primary reflector that hap-
pens to lie ’beneath’ a multiple (i.e., has nearly the
same TWT as that of a multiple from a shallower

7.7.1 Data acquisition

As surveys on land and on water are carried out dif-
ferently, they will be described separately as com-
plete systems.

Marine surveys. Pulses can be generated by a vari-
ety of devices. Commonly used is an air gun, in
which air at very high pressure (over 100 times
atmospheric pressure) is released suddenly. Less
widely used is the sparker, in which a high-voltage
electrical charge is discharged from a metal elec-
trode in the water, like a giant spark plug. Other
devices use a pulse of high-pressure water (water

gun), or explode a mixture of gas and oxygen (e.g.,
Aquapulse). Each of these sources has the ability to
produce pulses that can be repeated at the required
rate. The various types differ in the amplitudes of
the pulses (dependent on their energy) and more
particularly in the duration of the pulses they pro-
duce. The importance of a pulse’s duration is
explained in Section 7.8.2.

The reflected pulses - only P-waves, for S-
waves cannot travel through water - are received
by a line of hydrophones, which are essentially
microphones that respond to the small changes of
pressure produced by the arrival of a pulse, rather
than to water movement. The hydrophones are
usually mounted at regular intervals inside a
streamer (Fig. 7.12), a flexible plastic tube filled
with oil to transmit pulses from the water to the
hydrophones. The streamer is towed behind a ship
at a fixed depth below the surface. As the source
has to be supplied with energy from the ship, it is
placed in front of the streamer, and therefore the
receivers are offset only to one side of the source.
Commonly, several sources and many streamers are
towed by a single ship, to cover an area more
rapidly and thoroughly.

Land surveys. Explosive is probably the most com-
mon impulsive source used on land. Small charges
(up to a few kilograms) are loaded into holes
drilled through the top soil and weathered layer
(typically a few metres thick), and each is fired in
turn by an electrical detonator. Other sources

1 2

Figure 7.12 Seismic streamer for marine surveys.

include dropping a weight of 2 or 3 tonnes, or an
adapted air gun.

The signals are received by geophones (described
in Section 4.2). To improve the signal-to-noise ratio,
each geophone may be replaced by a cluster of sev-
eral, set out within an area only a few metres across,
close enough for them to all to receive the signal
from a reflector at practically the same time; their
outputs are added together to increase the signal as
well as partly cancelling any random noise, which
differs between geophones. Moving the system
along on land is much harder than on water, which
makes land surveys about 10 times as expensive (the
ratio for 3D surveying is even higher: See Section
7.9). A completely different kind of source, Vibro-
seis, will be described in Section 7.7.4.

Data recording. The output of each hydrophone or
geophone (or cluster) is connected to an amplifier
and forms one channel to the recorder, which nowa-
days records on magnetic tape.

The magnetic recording is usually digital (this is
similar to that used in compact discs; ~the older ’wig-
gle trace’ paper and magnetic tape recordings are
called ’analog’). The signal is sampled at regular
intervals, perhaps only a millisecond apart, and the
height of signal at each interval is given as a number
(Fig. 7.13). It is these numbers - in binary form, as
used by computers - that are recorded and later
changed back into the familiar wiggle trace. Digital
recording both gives better records and make it eas-
ier to process them by computer.

3 km approx

receivers
3 4 5

streamer
48
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Figure 7,13 Digitisation of a seismogram trace.

particular common depth point due to successive
shots are received by successive receivers. Thus, for
shot position S in Figure 7.14c, R1 receives the
reflection from CDP3, R2 from CDP2, . . . ; then
when the shot has reached S; R2 has advanced to
R"2 and receives the reflection from CDP3, while R’~
receives one from CDP4. The traces are sorted by
computer into gathers with the same common depth
point. When CDP surveying is carried out on land,
using a line of regularly spaced fixed receivers, the
shot point is advanced a distance equal to the
receiver spacing.

Reflected rays are not the first arrivals, for they
arrive after the direct ray (Section 6.2), and usually
after the ground roll, the oscillations caused by sur-
face waves (Section 5.7). Though surface waves
travel more slowly than body waves, at small off-
sets from the source they arrive before reflected
rays because of their shorter path, and then their
large amplitude can make the reflected arrival diffi-
cult to recognise. Recording systems reduce the
effects of direct rays and ground roll by using geo-
phone arrays and filters but will not be described
further.

(a)
S\l/ R1 R2 R3 R4

7.7.2 Common-depth-point (CDP) stacking

Stacking was described in Section 7.3 as a way of
adding together traces to deduce the velocities of
layers from the moveouts and to improve the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio. The reflections used come from
different parts of the interface (Fig. 7.14a); how-
ever, it is possible to stack using rays that have all
reflected from the same part of an interface (Fig.
7.14b) by using pairs of shot points and receivers
that are symmetrical about the reflector point, rays
S1R3, $2R2, S3R1. Shots $1, $2, . . . are fired succes-
sively, so the traces have to be extracted from
recordings of successive shots. The reflection point
is called the common depth point, CDP (also
known as the common reflection point, or - for
horizontal reflectors with the shot point in the mid-
dle of the line of geophones -.the common mid-
point, CMP). CDP surveying gi~es better data for
computing velocities and s,.tacking’

To carry out marine CDP surveying, where both
source and receiver move along (Fig. 7.12), the
source is ’fired’ whenever the system has advanced
half the receiver spacing, sO that reflections from a

(b)
$1,,, $2 ,,, $3 ,,, R1 R2 R3

(c)        s
S’ R1’\11

i

R1 R2
R2’

Figure 7.14 Common-depth-point stacking.
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Figure 7.15 Static corrections.

The number of channels that are added together,
or gathered, is termed the fold of the stacking; in
Figure 7.14b it is threefold. The larger the number
of receivers used the greater the fold, and 240-fold
stacking is commonly used.

Velocity analysis, gathering, stacking, and migra-
tion are routinely applied to the ’raw’ data. Addi-
tionally, in land surveys, any significant topography
has to be corrected for, and allowance made for the
effect of the topsoil and weathered layers; as pointed

(a) wiggle trace

distance

Figure 7.16 Wiggle and variable area displays.

(b) variable area

distance
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out in Section 6.7, though they are usually thin, the
time spent in them is not negligible because of their
slow seismic velocities. These corrections are called
statics, and the static correction corrects or reduces
the data as if it had been obtained with shot and
receivers on some convenient horizontal datum
plane beneath the weathered layer (Fig. 7.15). If the
variation of static correction along a profile time is
not properly allowed for, time in the surface layers
may be interpreted as spuriously thick layers at
depth where the velocities are much higher.

7.7.3 Data display

After the data have been processed, a single trace is
produced for each common depth point. These are
seldom shown as simple wiggle traces because other
forms show arrivals more clearly. The most common
modification is to shade the peaks but not troughs
of the wiggles, to give a ’variable area display’ (Fig.
7.16). Reflectors then show up as dark bands, as
already displayed in Figure 7.10. Sometimes this
idea is carried further, by shading the peaks more
heavily the taller they are or only showing peaks
and troughs over some value, so omitting minor
wiggles which it is hoped are not important.
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Reflections from deeper reflectors become pro-
gressively weaker, for wave-front amplitudes are
lessened by spreading and loss of energy due to
reflections from shallower interfaces. To compen-
sate, later parts of the traces are progressively ampli-
fied so that the average amplitude of the trace is
kept constant; this is called equalisation. However,
sometimes true amplitude is retained to emphasise
the presence of a strong reflector, such as a gas-liq-

7.7.4 Vibroseis: A nonimpulsive source

All the types of seismic investigation described so far
in this subpart have used impulsive sources, such as
explosions, air guns, and hammer blows, and even
the first arrivals from earthquakes. As explained in
Section 4.1, a pulse is used - rather than a series of
waves - so that travel-times can be measured by
timing how long it takes for the pulse to reach
receivers. However, in the Vibroseis system, the

’ uid interface. The most common display uses an    source generates a continuous series, or train~ of
equalised wiggle trace with variable area shading.

Colour is often used to add further information,
such as the interval velocity, particularly in 3D dis-
plays (Section 7.9).

Vibroseis
sweep signal

reflection from
base of layer 1
reflection from
base of layer 2

delay

time

Figure 7.17 Vibroseis wave trains.

Figure 7.18 A truck for Vibroseis surveying.

waves but with changing frequency (Fig. 7.17). The
receivers pick up the waveform, but delayed by the
time taken to travel from source to receiver. To find
the travel-time to any individual receiver, the
recorded signal is shifted in time until all the peaks
and troughs match those of the source. Because the
shape of the wave is known, this can be done, even
when there is much noise, by using data processing
techniques and is an effective way of reducing noise.

The energy in each wave need not be large
because many waves, rather than a single pulse, are
used. This is an advantage when shaking of the
ground has to be kept small, as in built-up areas.
The waves are generated by a special vehicle with a
plate between the front and rear wheels (Fig. 7.18)
that is pressed rhythmically against the ground,
reaching a momentary force of up to 15 tonnes.

The frequency is varied, or swept, in the range
10 to 100 Hz, with the sweep lasting for up to 30 sec;
the longer the signal, the more energy is put into the
ground. The energy is often further increased by using
several vehicles operating exactly in unison. Such
sources have been used to produce reflections from
the Moho, 30 km or more deep. The vehicle advances
a short distance - often along a road, for this provides
a convenient flat surface - and the process is repeated,
to build up a seismic section. Geophones are laid out
in the usual way. Once the delay of the recorded signal
with respect to the source has been determined as
above, processing follows as for pulse sources.

Vibroseis is the most widely used source on land,
but has limited use in water, for it is difficult to gener-
ate a powerful enough signal to penetrate deeply.
However, a system - called Chirp - has been used to
investigate sediments to shallow depths, using fre-
quencies in the range 1 to 12 kHz, which gives good
resolution. It has also been used in marine archaeol-
ogy to detect buried wrecks.

7.8 What is a reflector?

7.8.1 Strengths of reflected
and transmitted pulses

Rays are reflected when they meet an interface, or seis-
mic discontinuity, with an abrupt change of seismic
velocity. But how abrupt need it be to produce a reflec-
tion, and what determines how strong the reflection is?

The ratio of the reflected and incident amplitudes
(Fig. 7.19) arefl/aincid, is called the reflection coeffi-
cient, R; similarly, atrans/aincid is the transmission coef-
ficient, T. These coefficients depend on the densities,
p, of the rocks, as well as on their velocities, v. They
can be shown to be

The quantity pv is called the acoustic impedance of
the layer. Broadly, the bigger its contrast between
the two sides the stronger the reflection. Equation
7.9 is true only if the ray is perpendicular to the
interface. If it is oblique the formula is more compli-
cated and gives different values for R and T; for
instance, for angles greater than the critical angle
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incident
reflected wave wave

interface

Figure 7.19 Reflection and transmission of a wave.

there is total internal reflection (Section 6.1), in
which case R is 1. We shall consider only rays near
to normal. As the velocities of S-waves differ from
those of P-waves, they have their ’own’ coefficients,
and sometimes S-waves are reflected more strongly
than P-waves. The ratios of energies reflected and
transmitted are R2 and T2; R2 + T2 = 1.

As an example, we shall calculate the reflection
coefficient of sandstone overlying limestone. These
have the ranges of properties shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Seismic velocities and densities either
side of an interface

Range of Range of
Rock velocity, Vp density, p

Upper layer:
sandstone 2 to 6 km/sec 2.05 to 2.55 Mg/m3

Lower layer:
limestone 2 to 6 km/sec 2.60 to 2.80 Mg/m3

Suppose that the properties of the. s~indstone are at
the bottom of their ranges, while t~6se of the lime-
stone are at the top. Then

R = = 0.608
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This would give a very strong reflection, with 0.6082
= 0.37 of the energy reflected.

Suppose instead that the rocks have these values:
sandstone, v = 3.3 km/sec, p = 2.4 Mg/m3, and lime-
stone, v = 3.0 km/sec,/3 = 2.64 Mg/m3. Then

(2.64×3)-(2.40×3.3)

R= (2.64× 3)+ (2.40× 3.3)=0

In this case, though there is a lithological boundary,
there is no seismic reflector. Of course, acoustic
impedances are unlikely to be identical, but they may
be similar enough to produce only a weak reflection.
(You may have realised that another choice of values
could have given a negative reflection coefficient:
This will be considered in Section 7.8.2.)

These calculations illustrate that the boundary
between two lithologies need not be a detectable
seismic interface, as was pointed out earlier. Con-
versely, a seismological interface need not be a geo-
logical boundary; an example is an oil-gas interface,
discussed next.

Bright spot. The interface in a hydrocarbon reser-
voir between a gas layer and underlying oil or water
produces a strong reflection, which appears on the
section as a ’bright spot’. It is also horizontal - a ’flat
spot’. So the detection of a strong, horizontal reflec-
tor deep within sediments is strong evidence for the
presence of gas (Fig. 7.20). Its detection is not always
easy, though, because variability in the thickness or
velocity of the layers above can decrease or increase
the TV¢~ to the interface, an effect called pull-up or
-down.

7.8.2 Vertical resolution: The least
separation at which interfaces
can be distinguished

Suppose two interfaces could be brought progres-
sively closer together,, as shown by the series of dia-
grams in Figure 7.21a. The reflected pulses would
overlap more and more, as show~.by the ’combined’
curves, until at some separation t~e pulses could not
be distinguished, or resolved apart, and then the two
interfaces would appear to be one. Figure 7.21a also
shows that the shape of the combined pulse changes
markedly with separation,of the interfaces and may
not look like the incident pulse.    ,~

0
0

distance (km) 1 sea surface

0.i

0.2

0.4
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Fi~jure 7.20 Bright spot.

Quite often the two interfaces are the two sides
of a thin layer sandwiched within another lithology,
such as a shale layer within sandstone. In this case
one of the interfaces must have a positive reflection
coefficient, R, and the other a negative one, because
the values in Eq. 7.9 are exchanged. A negative
value for R means that the reflected pulse is inverted
compared to the incident wave, so one of the two
reflected pulses is inverted compared to the other, as
shown in Figure 7.21b (where the reflection from
the lower interface is inverted). In this case, the
closer the interfaces and the more the pulses over-
lap, the more completely they cancel, until there is
no reflection at all! (This must be so, for bringing
the interfaces together means shrinking the middle
layer to nothing, resulting in a continuous medium,
which obviously cannot produce reflections.) The
shape of the combined reflection pulse depends on
the actual shape of the pulse produced by the
source, which is likely to be more complicated than
the ones shown.

This addition or cancellation of waves or pulses
(introduced in Section 6.1.1) is called interference,
and it is termed constructive if the total is larger
than either alone (Fig. 7.21a), destructive if the total
is less (Fig. 7.21b).

(a) va > v2 > Vl

Vl

(b) v3 = vl

Vl

v2

v3 = V1

Fi~jure 7.21 Reflections from close interfaces.

In practice, two pulses are difficult to distin-
guish when they are less than about a half of a
wavelength apart. Since the pulse reflected from the
lower interface has to travel further by twice the
separation of the interfaces, interfaces cease to be
resolvable when they are less than half a wave-
length apart; that is, 8h < 2/4.

Because vertical resolution depends upon the
wavelength of the pulse, it can be improved by using
a shorter pulse, which partly depends on the seismic
source used; for instance, sparkers produce a shorter
pulse than air guns. However, very short pulses are

more rapidly attenuated by absorption (Section
4.5.5), so they may not reach deeper reflectors.
Often, a compromise has to be made between reso-
lution and depth of penetration. The same problem
is met in ground-penetrating radar (GPR), and an
example is given in Section 14.8.2.

Another situation where there may fie no reflec-
tion is when an interface is a gradual change of
velocities and densities extending over more than
about half a wavelength, rather than being abrupt.
We can think of the transition as made of many thin
layers with reflections from each interface; the many
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reflected pulses overlap and cancel if they are spread
out over more than a wavelength. This is another
situation where a lithological boundary may not
show up by seismic reflection.

7.8.3 Synthetic reflection seismograms

The preceding ideas can be used to deduce the seis-
mogram that would result for a given succession

pie reflections, and the effects of diffraction from
edges. The advantage of using synthetic reflection
seismograms is that they try to account for all of a
trace, not just times of arrivals. Ideally, every wig-
gle would be accounted for, but even with power-
ful computers some simplifications have to be
made.

If there are several interfaces closer together than
the length of the average wavelength of the pulse,

and tO improve interpretation. Firstly, a pulsethe reflected pulses often combine to give peaks that
:shape has to be ChoSen {0 match the source USeddO not ~0incide @ith any of the inte}faces, as is
(it is usually more complex than those shown in
this book). Next, the reflection and transmission
coefficients are calculated for each interface (Eq.
7.9); the necessary densities and seismic velocities
are usually found from borehole logs (see Chapter
18). Then the pulse is ’followed down the layers’,
its energy lessening by spreading and by reflection
at each interface; this is repeated for each reflec-
tion of the pulse on its return to the surface (Fig.
7.22). More sophisticated computations also allow
for absorption of energy within the layers, multi-

shown by the combined pulses trace of Figure 7.22.
Thus, many of the weaker reflections in seismic sec-
tions are not due to specific interfaces at all. Under-
standing how a seismogram relates to a section
improves its interpretation.

Synthetic seismograms - only feasible when there
is good borehole control - are used to improve
interpretation of seismic sections between boreholes.
Another use is to check whether a multiple reflec-
tion accounts for all the observed signal or hides a
real reflection.

13,000

13,400

13,800

14,200

interval reflection reflected pulses
velocity coefficien pulses combined

Figure 7.22 Production of a synthetic trace.

7.9 Three-dimensional (3D) surveying

Seismic surveying along a line as described so far
allows interfaces to be followed only in the plane of
the resulting section, whereas we often also wish to
know the form of structures perpendicular to the
section. A further limitation is that migration can
be carried out only in the plane of the section,
which neglects possible reflections from dipping
reflectors outside the section. Such reflections are
called sideswipe. For instance, if the section were
taken along the axis of the syncline in Figure 7.9a,
additional reflections would be received from the
limbs on either side but would not be eliminated by
migration.

These limitations can be surmounted by shooting
a full three-dimensional, or 3D, survey, ideally with
receivers occupying the points of a regular grid on
the surface (Fig. 7.23), as little as 50 m apart, with
shots being fired at all grid points in turn. On land,
this requires many shot holes and large arrays of
geophones. It is simpler at sea, for several sources
and a number of streamers - up to 20 or more - are
towed in parallel to cover a swathe of sea floor.

A CDP gather comprises pairs of shot points
and receivers from all around the CDP, not just
along a survey line (Fig. 7.23), where suffixes iden-
tify source-receiver pairs with the same CDP. Stack-
ing, migration, and so on follow the same principles
as for sections, though obviously they are more
complicated.

Figure 7.23 Part of a 3D survey grid and gather¯
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Figure 7.24 Three-dimensional block of data.

We can think of the reflectors revealed by this
technique as being embedded in a block (Fig. 7.24).
If there are many reflectors, this way of showing
the results would be confusing; instead, the block
can be ’sliced’ with the aid of a computer, with
colour normally used to emphasise features. Verti-
cal slices (e.g., ABCD in Fig. 7.24) are similar to
sections made in the usual way, except that migra-
tion will also have corrected for sideswipe reflec-
tions and their direction can be chosen independent
of the direction the survey progressed. Horizontal
sections can also be produced; these are called
’time slices’ because the vertical axis is TWT, not
depth. Alternatively, interfaces can be picked out.
More sophisticated processing can reveal proper-
ties of the rock, such as its porosity, which is
important, for it determines how much hydrocar-
bon a rock can hold and how easily it will release it
(Chapters 18 and 22). Plate 6 shows a block of the
subsurface from part of the Forties oil field in the
North Sea, with the layers revealed by their poros-
ity; in this case, higher porosity reflects a higher
proportion of sand compared to shale. The low-
porosity layer acts as a barrier to upward migra-
tion, so any oil will be just below it. Plate 7 shows
a single layer from this part of the block. Its high-
est-porosity parts are due to a sandy, chafinel pre-

._

sent when the layer formed and forilxs a strati-
graphic trap. This sort of information is essential
when deciding where to drill extraction wells. A
case study of the Forties field is described in Sec-
tion 22.6.

A development of 3D surveying is time-lapse
modelling (sometimes called 4D modelling). By
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repeating surveys at intervals, the extraction of
hydrocarbons can be followed and unextracted
pockets of oil detected. An example is given in Sec-
tion 22.6.2 and Plate 8.

Though 3D surveying is much more expensive,
both for data acquisition and reduction, than linear
surveying, it can pay for itself in the increased under-
standing of the structures of hydrocarbon reservoirs
that it gives and in the precision with which it per-

7.10.1 The formation of hydrocarbon traps

The formation of hydrocarbon reservoirs requires
the following sequence: (i) Organic matter - usually
remains of minute plants and animals - is buried in a
source rock that protects them from being destroyed
by oxidation; this is often within clays in a sedimen-
tary basin. (ii) The organic matter is changed by bac-
terial action operating at temperatures in the range
100 to 200°C - due to the burial (Section 17.3.2) -

mits holes to be drilled in often intricate structures.
........... into droplets of oil or gas~ (iii) The droplets areBy the mid-1990s 3D surveying had become the

norm for marine surveys, and it is increasingly being
used on land, though this costs up to 50 times as
much as the same area of marine surveying.

7.10 Reflection seismology and the search
for hydrocarbons

By far the biggest application of reflection seismol-
ogy is in the hydrocarbon industry, for which the
method has been developed, though it has other
applications.

squeezed out of the source rock by its consolidation.
Being lighter than the water, which is the dominant
fluid in the sediments, they tend to move up, but also
often sideways, perhaps due to deformation of the
basin. (iv) The hydrocarbon is prevented from leak-
ing to the surface, where it would be lost, by an
impervious cap rock, such as shale. (v) To be
extractable, the hydrocarbon has to be in a reservoir
rock that is porous and permeable, usually a sand-
stone or a carbonate. (vi) To be commercially useful,
it has to be concentrated into a small volume. This
requires a trap, which can be of several kinds.

Figure 7.25 Two types
of structural trap.
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Structural traps result from tectonic processes,
which produce folds, domes, faults, and so on.
Figure 7.25 shows domal and fault traps, in plan
and section. Stratigraphic traps are formed
by lithological variation in the strata at the time
of deposition, such as a lens of permeable and
porous sandstone, or a carbonate reef, surrounded
by impermeable rocks (Fig. 7.26). Combination
traps have both structural and stratigraphic fea-
tures, such as where low density salt is squeezed
upwards to form a salt dome, both tilting strata
and so causing hydrocarbons to concentrate
upwards, and also blocking off their escape
(Fig. 7.27). To find these traps seismically requires
recognising how they will appear on a seismic
section.

7.10.2 The recognition of hydrocarbon traps

Assuming that investigation indicates that traps
filled with hydrocarbons may exist, how can they be
located by seismic reflection? Easiest to recognise
are structural ones (Fig. 7.25), where the tilting
and/or termination of the reflectors reveals their
presence. Stratigraphic traps which have tilted reser-
voir rocks terminating upwards in an unconformity
are also fairly easy to spot, but other types are gen-
erally more difficult to detect, and other clues have
to be pressed into service. The presence of a gas-oil
or gas-water interface can give a particularly strong
and horizontal reflector (bright and flat spot) (Fig.
7.20), as mentioned in Section 7.8.1, and also as the
upper surface of a gas layer has a negative reflection

cap rock
hydrocarbon

salt

unconformity trap

Figure 7.27 Two types of combination trap.
salt-dome complex

cap rock
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-- cap rock
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coefficient, it may be possible tO recognise it from
the inversion of the trace. Carbonate reefs also often
produce a fairly strong reflector, which is often
higher over the reef because reefs are often formed
on a local topographic high and also generally are
compacted less than other sediments following bur-
ial. The different velocities of reservoir and cap
rocks may lead to a recognisable difference in inter-
val velocity (Section 7.2) as well as a reflection.

hundreds of thousands to a few millions of years.
How a sequence is built up and terminated depends
on the interplay of deposition and changes in sea
level. The formation of an extensive sedimentary
basin requires subsidence to continues for millions
of years, but superimposed on this subsidence are
variations in sea level due to local changes of subsi-
dence rate or relatively rapid global changes in sea
level, called eustatic changes (discussed shortly).

’ Other clues can come from more subtle changes inWhat concerns us here are relative sea-level changes
the character of the seismic section, Which dependsWhiie the sediments are
on a combination of the value of the reflection coef-
ficient, the shape of the wiggles on the traces, and so
on, and how these change laterally. Particular types
of traps, such as sand lenses and river channels, can
show up when contour diagrams are made, which is
best done using 3D surveying. A model based upon
3D data is shown in Figure 22.14.

Because traps now being exploited are often
smaller and harder to recognise than previously,
seismic surveys must be of high-quality (closely
spaced stations, high resolution sources, and so on),
with static corrections and migration carried out
precisely. Case histories of the finding and develop-
ment of gas and oil fields are given in Chapter 22.

7.11 Sequence stratigraphy

Sequence stratigraphy (also called seismic sequence
analysis and seismic facies analysis) grew out of seis-
mic stratigraphy, which is the building up of a
stratigraphy using seismic sections. As seismic data
may cover large parts of a sedimentary basin, this
provides a scale of investigation not possible from
surface outcrops and a continuity not provided by
boreholes unless they are very closely spaced. It can
also allow recognition of global sea-level changes
and so can provide a dating tool, valuable when
palaeontological dating is not possible because of
the absence of suitable fossils. It can also reveal
stratigraphic hydrocarbon traps, described in the
previous section. Sequence stratigraphy is possible
because chronostratigraphic boflndaries - surfaces
formed within a negligible interval of time, such as
between strata - are also Often reflectors.

A stratigraphic sequence is a succession of strata
with common genesis bounded by unconformities,
or correlated unconformities. It is typically tens to
hundreds of metres thick and spans an interval of

Consider deposition along a coastline where sed-
iments are being supplied by a river, during a period
when relative sea level is changing. If the sea level
remains constant (Fig. 7.28a) sediment is deposited
from the river where the flow first slackens pace, at
the shelf edge. Each bed forms over and beyond the
previous one, to give a prograding succession. The
top end of each bed thins towards the land - causing
it to disappear from the seismic section, for the rea-
son given in Section 7.8.2 - this is a toplap; at its
lower edge each bed downlaps onto the existing
rocks. If the sea level rises steadily (Fig. 7.28b), there
is deposition on top of earlier beds as well as
beyond, producing successive near-horizontal layers;
where they butt up against the sloping coastline
there is onlap. Toplap grades into onlap as the sea
level changes from being constant to rising, altering
the balance between prograding and aggrading of
sediment, as shown in Figure 7.28c and d, where the
arrow shows the direction of growth of sediments.

An unconformity- which defines the boundary
of a sequence - is formed when the sea level falls
fast enough for erosion rather than deposition to
occur. If the rate of fall is moderate, the sea retreats
across the shelf truncating the tops of beds. If it is
rapid, sea level falls to partway down the slope
before the tops can be removed, then erosion begins
to cut laterally. The eroded material, of course, is
deposited elsewhere, supplementing the sediments
being supplied by the river. Deposition and erosion
may alternate cyclically if relative sea level fluctu-
ates. Over a cycle, deposition varies from fluviatile
facies, through coastal and offshore to basin facies
though these cannot all be distinguished in seismic
sections without the aid of borehole data. Beds that
end - by lapping of various kinds or truncation -
are termed discordant; they appear in seismic sec-
tions as reflectors that cease laterally and are impor-

tant for working out the history of deposition and
erosion. Figure 7.29 shows how a geologic section
of lithostratic units - the arrangement of strata in
space - converts into a chronostratigraphy - the
arrangement of strata in time. Strata are numbered
successively.

Sequence stratigraphy and eustasy. Sequence stratig-
raphy provides a record of the changes in local rela-
tive sea level. By identifying the types and volumes
of the various facies within a sequence the amounts
of rise and fall can be estimated, and their times can
often be deduced from fossils taken from boreholes.
It was found that the records from widely separated
basins were similar, and this was attributed to global
seaqevel changes, rather than, say, changes in local
subsidence rates. Some of the falls were rapid - up
to 1 cm a year - and continued for thousands of
years, and though some of these rapid falls could be
attributed to global glaciations, others occurred
when there were no glaciations, casting doubt on
the reality of global changes. However, subsequent
investigations have tended to confirm the reality of
the global sea-level changes, though the mechanism
is not known.

7.12 Shallow-reflection seismic surveys

Reflection seismology needs to be modified for
interfaces less than a few hundred metres deep. This
is for several reasons, including proportionately
larger ground-roll and the likely need for higher res-
olution (Section 7.8.2), for shallow layers are often
thin. High resolution requires a short though not
powerful pulse; this can be provided by a small
explosion, such as by a ’buffalo gun’, which fires a
shotgun cartridge in a steel tube placed in a hole
drilled to about a metre’s depth. The geophones and
recorders have to be able to respond to the higher
frequencies generated, typically about 400 Hz, com-
pared to less than 100 Hz in hydrocarbon explo-
ration. Processing of the results is similar to that
used for normal depth surveys.

Shallow-reflection seismic surveying has been
applied to small-scale geological problems, such as
investigating glacial structures below the surface
(Harris et al, 1997) or imaging a buried river chan-
nel (Brabham and McDonald, 1992). It has also suc-

7. 1:1 Shallow-reflec¢ion seismic surveys ÷ 103

(a)    sea level constant

(b) sea level rising

(c) slow rise of sea level
1

(d) rapid rise of sea level

aggradation

successive 3 ......
sea levels 2-

Figure 7.28 Progradation andaggr~adat~on.:    " ~

cessfully mapped lignite deposits within clay
sequences in Northern Ireland (Hill, 1992). This last
could not be done using refraction surveys, because
the lignite and clay have closely the same velocity, so
layers are hidden (Section 6.6). However, as lignite
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Figure 7.29 An idealised section in space and time.

has a considerably lower density than clay, the
reflection coefficient (Section 7.8.1) is quite large,
with a negative value for clay overlying lignite.

Summary

1. Reflection seismology is a form of echo or
depth sounding for detecting interfaces below
the ground surface, called reflectors.

2. The result of a seismic reflection survey - a
reflection seismic section- is (with GPR, Sec-
tion 14.8) the i~losest of any geophysical tech-
nique to a geological section. However, a ’raw’
seismic section differs from ~i geological section
for reasons that include thesei¯

(i) It gives the tw0~way time, TWT, rather
than depth to the reflectors

(ii) Reflections from a dipping reflector are
displaced. " ,,,

(iii) Some apparent reflectors may be due to
multiple reflections.

(iv) Reflectors may not correspond to lithologi-
cal boundaries, and vice versa.

3. Reflection surveying requires a source and one or
more receivers. Impulsive sources for shipborne
surveys are most commonly air guns or sparkers;
on land usually explosives are used. Sources dif-
fer in energy and frequency (wavelength).
Receivers for shipborne and land surveys are
respectively hydrophones and geophones.

4. The Vibroseis source is nonimpulsive and
’sweeps’ through a smoothly changing range of
frequencies (or wavelengths). Its advantages are
that (i) an intense source is not needed, (ii) it is
quick to deploy, and (iii) it has a good signal-to-
noise ratio. Therefore, it is much used in built-
up areas, often along roads. It is mainly limited
to use on land.

5. Velocities can be determined from the moveout.
The velocity found is the rms velocity, Vrms,
which is used to find interval velocities, using
Dix’s Formula, or Dix’s Equation (Eq. 7.7).

6. Signals are stacked both to maximise the signal-
to-noise ratio, and to find Vrms.

7. Migration is used to correct for the distortion in
dip and depth resulting from dipping and
curved reflectors, and to eliminate diffraction
effects from sharply truncated reflectors.

8. The reflection and transmission coefficients of
an interface depend on the difference of the
acoustic impedances, pv, ’on either side of the
interface (Eq. 7.9). A negative reflection coef-
ficient occurs when the acoustic impedance of
the layer below an interface is less than that of
the layer above it; it inverts the reflected
pulse.

9. Interfaces are not resolved if they are less
than about V4 wavelength apart. Resolution is
increased by using a source with a shorter pulse
length (higher frequency), but at the expense of
poorer depth of penetration. A transitional
interface will not produce a reflection if the
transition is significantly thicker than about 1/4
wavelength. Many reflections on seismic sec-
tions are formed by interference of the reflec-
tions from several closely spaced interfaces.

10. Shallow-reflection surveys require high-fre-
quency sources, receivers, and recorders to
resolve shallow layers that are often thin. They
find use in site investigation as well as for small-
scale geological problems.

11. Synthetic seismograms, constructed using infor-
mation on velocities and densities provided by
borehole logs, can improve interpretation of
sections away from the borehole.

12. Three-dimensional reflection surveys collect
data from a grid. They permit migration per-
pendicular to a recording line as well as along
it, eliminating sideswipe and allowing struc-
tures to followed in both directions. Results
are presented as sections and time slices, and
in other ways.

13. A major use of reflection seismic surveying is to
find and exploit a variety of hydrocarbon traps.

14. Sequence stratigraphy allows extensive strati-
graphies to be built up by recognising the vari-
ous types of discordant endings of beds. The
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15.

results are used to correlate successions within a
sedimentary basin and to provide dates. On the
largest scale they provide a record of eustatic
sea level changes.
You should understand these terms: reflector,
seismic section; two-way time (TWT); normal
moveout (NMO), common depth point (CDP),
channel, fold; rms and interval velocities;
multiple reflections, ’bow tie’, sideswipe, pull-
up and -down, migration; variable area display,
equalisation; acoustic impedance, reflection
and transmission coefficients; vertical resolu-
tion, interference, diffraction hyperbola; three-
dimensional surveying, time lapse; ground roll;
static correction; bright spot; streamer; Vibro-
seis; source, reservoir and cap rocks; structural,
stratigraphic, and combination traps, sequence
stratigraphy.

Further reading

Reflection seismology is introduced in general books
on applied geophysics, such as Kearey and Brooks
(1991), Parasnis (1997), Reynolds (1997), and
Robinson and Coruh (1988), and Doyle (199.5)
devotes several chapters to it; Telford et al. (1990) is
more advanced. Among books entirely devoted to
the subject, McQuillin et al. (1984) provides a good
introduction though not of more recent develop-
ments, while Sheriff and Geldart (1995) is at a more
advanced as well as more recent level.

Brown et al. (1992) contains a chapter on
sequence stratigraphy, and Emery and Myers (1996)
is devoted to the topic. Hill (1992) discusses a num-
ber of shallow-reflection case studies.

Problems

1. Why do marine seismic reflection__ s__urveys not
record (a) S-waves? (b) refracted rays?

2. How does a migrated reflection seismic section
differ from an unmigrated one? In what circum-
stances would they be the same?

3. How can a primary reflection be distinguished
from a multiple one?

4. Will a migrated section correct for ’sideswipe’?
5. Is the dip of a reflector in an unmigrated seismic

section more or less than its actual dip? Explain
why with the aid of a sketch.
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6. What is the main way in which the Vibroseis
system differs from .other data acquisition sys-
tems. Name two advantages that it has over
other methods of land surveying.

7. What are the main purposes of stacking?
8. How can a reflection coefficient be negative?

How can it be recognised?
9. How may synclines and anticlines appear in an

unmigrated seismic section?

13. Explain why a reflector on a seismic sect-
ion need not correspond to a particular inter-
face.

14. Why is a very strong horizontal reflection usu-
ally indicative of a gas-water interface? Why
may a gas-water interface not always appear as
a horizontal reflector?

15. A strong reflector that lies below several layers
with different seismic velocities has the same

10. A succession consists of alternating sandstones TWT as the base of a single layer elsewhere.

11.

12.

and shales, with the top layer being sandstone.
Calculate how the amplitude diminishes for
reflections from each of the top four interfaces
(ignore spreading of the wavefront and absorp-
tion), if the densities and velocities are as fol-
lows: sandstone 2 Mg/m3, 2.6 km/s; shale 2.3
Mg/m3, 2.8 km/s.
Seismic sections are not always what they appear.
Explain how an apparent reflector may (a) have
an incorrect slope, (b) may have an incorrect cur-
vature, or (c) may not exist at all, while (d) three
horizontal reflectors spaced equally one above the
other may not be equally spaced, in reality.
What determines vertical resolution? Why does
less than the required resolution sometimes
have to be accepted?

What do the total thicknesses above the two
reflectors have in common?

16. Explain why a seismic interface may not be a
lithological boundary, and vice versa. Give an
example of each.

17. In what ways does shallow seismic land survey-
ing differ from deep surveying?

18. A thin, horizontal layer of shale (vl, = 2.8
km/sec) lies within sandstone (vp = 2.5 km/sec).
What is the minimum thickness of shale that
can be resolved in a Vibroseis survey? (Use an
average frequency.)

19. Explain how (a) an interface may show up by
seismic reflection but not seismic refraction, and
(b) vice versa.
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Plate 1. Three tomographic sections of the Tonga-Kermadec Trench. The subducting
plate is revealed as a zone of higher velocity, believed to be because its temperature is
lower than the surrounding mantle, and also - in the upper part of the plate - by
earthquake epicentres shown by white dots. The plate is deflected by the 660-km dis-
continuity, the more so the faster the subduction rate. See Section 20.9.4 for details.


